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L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE DU CANADA, LIMITEE
Stockage d'énergie; Examen de la récente littérature

On a passe en revue la littérature récente relative à la situation
technologique et économique du stockage de l'énergie. Une vaste gamme
d'activités de recherche et de développement a été couverte entre 1975
et maintenant. La plupart de ce travail a concerné l'amélioration de
la performance technique et économique des technologies de stockage
antérieurement connues. Le stockage par pompage hydraulique comportant
deux réservoirs au-dessus du sol et le stockage par air comprimé (une
installation) sont les seules méthodes ayant été adoptées par les
commissions électriques. Le besoin en stockage d'électricité au Canada
n'a pas été très important i. cause de la grande proportion des centrales
hydrauliques qui comportent un certain stockage et qui, dans la plupart
des cas peuvent être facilement employées pour suivre la fluctuation des
charges. En Europe, on a recours depuis quelques années à des chaufferettes d'appartement alimentées par de la chaleur stockée dans de la
céramique. Dans les conditions climatiques et commerciales du Canada,
les installations de chauffage munies d'une source de chaleur stockée
devraient être plus grandes. Le stockage de la chaleur dans les résidences
nécessite des tarifs spéciaux de la part des commissions électriques et
aucun tarif de ce genre n'est disponible au Canada actuellement. La
plupart des concepts de stockage saisonnier dépendent d'un stockage de
chaleur résiduelle pour le chauffage urbain. Le coût du stockage d'énergie
dépend fortement du rendement énergétique annuel et par conséquent cela
favorise les systèmes de petite capacité pouvant fonctionner sur des
cycles de charges/décharges fréquentes pour stockage â long terme. Les
coûts en capital des méthodes de stockage d'énergie indiqués en dollars
constants dans la littérature sont comparés graphiquement et les coûts
d'investissements possibles sont présentés pour plusieurs méthodes de
stockage.
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ABSTRACT
Recent literature on the technological and economic status of reversible energy
storage has been reviewed. A broad range of research and development activities
have been pursued between 1975 and the present. Most of this work has
concentrated on improving technical and economic performance of previously known
storage technologies. Hydraulic pumped storage with both reservoirs above ground
and compressed air storage (1 plant) are the only methods that have been adopted
by electric utilities. The need for electrical energy storage in Canada has not
been acute because of the large proportion of hydraulic generation which
incorporates some storage and, in most cases, can readily be used for loadfollowing. Residential heat storage in ceramic room heaters has been used in
Europe for several years. For Canadian climatic and market conditions larger,
central heating units would be required. Residential heat storage depends upon
utilities offering time-of-use rates and none in Canada do so at present. Most
seasonal storage concepts depend upon storage of low-grade heat for district
heating. The cost of energy storage is highly dependent upon annual energy
throughput and hence favours smaller capacity systems operating on frequent
charge/discharge cycles over long-term storage. Capital costs of energy storage
methods from the literature, expressed in constant dollars, are compared
graphically and tentative investment costs are presented for several storage
methods;
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-1SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Energy storage is a tool which can be used to manage the time-flow of energy.
Historically fuel storage has served this purpose effectively and economically.
Increasing scarcity of fossil fuels will give rise to greater use of alternative energy sources, including electricity, for which storage is non-trivial
in both technical and economic terms.
This report presents a review of recent literature on reversible energy storage,
its technological status and economic prospects. It is one of several studies
generally concerned with the prospects of extending the uses of nuclear energy
beyond those currently practiced. Related studies include substitution of
electricity for oil, application of nuclear energy to extraction of oil from
tar sands, use of small reactors for heating, use of nuclear energy to
facilitate delivery of natural gas from the Canadian arctic and aspects of
nuclear energy related to hydrogen production and use.
FINDINGS
(a)

Research, development and demonstration for energy storage has been maintained
at a high level since 1975 as evidenced by the large number of publications
in the field.

(b)

No reference has been
in 1975.

(c)

Surface pumped hydraulic storage is a mature technology widely practiced
by electric utilities in Europe, Japan and the United States. The major
reason for relative lack of experience in Canada appears to be the
preponderance of hydraulic generation (which itself affords considerable
storage and can serve the same purpose as storage for peak- and intermediateload generation). The overriding disadvantage of surface pumped storage
is lack of sites with suitable topography.

found to energy storage methods

that were unknown

Pumped storage with a subterranean lower reservoir has been proposed to
provide greater siting flexibility. Although no plants have been
committed, studies indicate that in some cases underground pumped storage
may be economical. Since depth is a design variable, some flexibility in
hydraulic head and size of the lower reservoir is possible. Technological
uncertainties of underground pumped storage are concerned with forces on
the rock structure and rotating machinery since these are higher than
previously considered for surface pumped storage plants. Requirements for
the lower reservoir are similar to those for a hard-rock nuclear waste
repository.
(d)

Generators using compressed air storage are similar to conventional gas
turbine units. The major difference is that the compressor train is
powered by off-peak energy, and compressed air is stored in underground
caverns. This reduces fossil fuel requirements by 2/3. One plant has been
built at Huntorf, FRG. There is greater siting flexibility with compressed
air storage than with underground pumped storage since salt domes and
aquifers can be used for air storage. The major disadvantage of compressed
air storage is continued requirement of distillate oil or natural gas.
Storing the heat of air compression has been proposed to overcome this to
some extent. Such plants may be economically viable if higher temperature
compressors and thermal storage reservoirs can be developed.
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(e)

Lead/acid batteries, the or.ly commercially available cells suitable for
large-scale application, are not economical because of low energy density,
high cell cost and short service life. Several types of advanced battery
are being studied for storage at utility substations. These have higher
energy density and are projected to have lower cell costs than lead/acid
batteries. As yet there is no experimental evidence indicating significantly longer service life. A typical plant (20 MW(e), 100 MW.h(e))
requires up to ~300 000 unit cells while to date only a few hundred prototype cells have been produced. Nevertheless development continues and
whether or not reliable multicells can be produced should be evidei.t
within 5 or 6 years.

(f)

Storage of boiler feedwater or steam at baseload plants would allow
continuous, steady operation of the generating unit while varying plant
output. Several studies indicate that steam storage is impractical
because of costs associated with the peaking turbine. Feedwater storage
plants can be economical but none have been committed by utilities. Two
disadvantages jf feedwater storage are inflexibility caused by dedication
to a single generator and potential addition of unavailability to the
main generator.

(g)

The promise of high-strength fibre-composite materials for flywheel energy
storage does not appear to have been borne out. Rotors are costly,
magnetic bearings are costly and require substantial development and
storage periods are short. Although there is considerable experience with
metal flywheels, no complete system employing fibre-composite flywheels
suitable for practical stationary application? has been demonstrated.

(h)

Superconducting coils can store electrical energy directly at high overall
efficiency. App 1 cations have emerged for experimental fusion devices
and power-line ST-^oilization units. Considerable development is required
for utility storage applications and the technology appears to be
inherently expensive. AECL Research Company has acquired expertise with
superconducting magnets through design of a superconducting cyclotron.

(i)

Many reversible chemical reactions have been studied for application to
thermal storage. These systems have been found to be expensive. Comparison with thermal storage in pressurized water indicates that the latter
is more economical, more efficient and technically less uncertain.

(j)

Although heat storage in phase change materials is generally less complex
than in chemical reaction systems, it appears to be more costly than
storage of sensible heat.

(k)

Sensible heat storage has been practiced for residential and industrial
applications in Europe. In the United Kingdom room storage heaters have
been in use for two decades. Besides the obvious climatic differences
between Canada and the United Kingdom, the nature of the home heating
market is different. In the United Kingdom only about half of the homes
have central heating and it is in single room heating that storage
radiators have been widely applied. In Canada residential storage would
have to compete with central heating by oil or gas which until very
recently was relatively inexpensive. As the cost of electric heating
becomes increasingly attractive a market for central storage heaters
may develop if suitable devices can be developed. Residential storage
heating is predicated on time-of-use rates which are not offered in
Canada at present.
Thermal energy storage is practiced in large buildings with low
occupancy levels and high heat rejection loads. This enables use of
smaller heating and air conditioning plants thereby reducing peak demand
for a given energy consumption level.

-3Seasonal storage of thermal energy in aquifers or other low-specificcost media depends upon availability of low-cost waste heat and the
existence of a district heating distribution system. Costs are not
well characterized. The cost of energy storage is highly.dependent
upon energy throughput. Hence for a given storage capacity, frequent
cycling is favoured over long-term storage.
(1)

Cost comparisons of energy storage techniques proposed for utility use
indicate that surface and underground pumped storage can be more
economical than new coal-fired generation for satisfying both peak and
intermediate loads. Compressed air storage appears to be competitive
for peak loads if development of compression heat storage is successful.
Feedwater storage may be viable under favourable circumstances. Advanced
batteries may be competitive if current development proves successful
and credits for smoothing the load over transmission lines are sufficient.
Other technologies studied for utility applications do not appear to be
competitive.

(m) No direct comparison of the relative economic merit of utility storaae and
customer heat storage was found. Studies for introducing residential
storage heaters in the United States, however, indicate that, under
favourable circumstances, residential heat storage is competitive with
using gas turbines for meeting peak loads. Since most utility storage
methods are more economical than gas turbine generation, it can be
concluded that utility energy storage is more economical than distributed
storage.
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1.1

BACKGROUND
POTENTIAL BENEFITS FROM COST-EFFECTIVE ENERGY STORAGE

Society has always relied on stored energy. Historically storage has been
almost incidental to energy supply since fluid fuels can be stored in various
containers until demand arises and solid fuels are easily stockpiled. Hydroelectric dams built to provide a potential drop between two elevations in a
river also provide storage in the headpond.
As petroleum scarcity increases so will use of other, more abundant energy
sources. These sources are capital-intensive and in some cases intermittent.
Electricity, for example, can be expected to provide an increasing share of
energy supply during the next two decades (1). Storing electricity is not a
trivial task and utilities endeavour to supply demand at lowest cost by
choosing a suitable generation mix.
Figure 1 shows typical daily, weekly and seasonal load curves for a winterpeaking utility. Demand is satisfied by operating high merit-order plants
continuously for base load and more expensive generators for the variable load.
Baseload plants are hydraulic, nuclear or efficient coal-fired units which
have high capital investment but low operating costs. As demand increases
beyond about 40% of system capacity, intermediate-load plants are committed.
These are hydraulic or older, less efficient fossil-fired plants. Peaking
plants are used when demand exceeds about 70% - 75% of system capacity.
Peaking plants are either hydraulic, or oil or gas fired. Hydraulic generating
stations used to satisfy peak and intermediate loads are usually close to load
centres and have a small, flow-limited capacity relative to large, remote
plants such as are being constructed at James Bay and in Northern Manitoba.
The Madawaska River system in Ontario, comprising four plants, is an example
of peaking hydraulic generation (2). To satisfy system reliability requirements utilities also maintain a spinning reserve by running some fossil plants
at about 75% of capacity or by withholding hydraulic generation. These are
required to take over if a major generator or transmission line is forced out
of service.
In electric utilities storage will be viable if it can compete economically
with intermediate or peak-load generation by transferring low-cost baseload
energy from times of low demand to times of higher demand. This does not
demonstrate a need for storage but merely provides an opportunity for storage
to compete with alternative methods of achieving the same end, provision of
energy at lowest cost and adequate reliability.
Energy storage possesses several characteristics which, although secondary,
will enhance its ability to competa for peak-load duty. Premium fuels such as
distillate oil and natural gas burned in gas turbine units or heavy oil burned
in plants operating at less than best achievable efficiency are often used to
satisfy peak demand. Hence storage can substitute abundant baseload energy
for scare petroleum products which can be put to better use elsewhere. (Acres
Consultants have identified up to 10 276 MW of oil and gas-fired generation in
Canada which can be replaced by storage (3). The reader should bear in mind,
however, that since peaking and intermediate plants have low capacity factors
relative to baseload plants the amount of energy involved is perhaps one-third
of the potential available from a given installed capacity)• Some storage
systems have sufficiently fast response that they can be used for spinning
reserve. Many storage systems have lower environmental impact than fossilfired peaking plants. Hence they can be sited closer to load centres to reduce
transmission requirements and transfer environmental effects from peaking
plants to inherently cleaner baseload plants.
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Whether energy is stored centrally by the utility, at sub-grid levels or fully
distributed on the customer's side of the meter depends mainly upon the relative economics. If customer-side storage is adopted, an appropriate rate
must be provided as incentive for the customer to bear a capital expenditure
or rental fee for the necessary equipment. The blend of central and distributed storage will depend on the views of the utility concerned and its
regulators and on the ability of the utility to raise capital funds.
In countries as cold as Canada there is considerable incentive for seasonal
storage. Because energy storage is itself capital intensive and because
storage of large absolute quantities of energy requires large amounts of storage
media, cost depends heavily on unit throughput. For example, a facility
capable of storing 100 kW.h operating through 200 cycles per year has an annual
throughput of 20 000 kW.h. To store a similar quantity (at comparable thermodynamic availability and energy density) in a single annual cycle would require
a commensurately larger plant. Hence only very inexpensive storage media and
waste heat (the value of which is close to zero) can be contemplated for seasonal
storage. Plants with very large storage volume for sensible heat would, however,
benefit from lower (or zero) insulation costs since the amount of energy stored
is proportional to volume while thermal loss is proportional to surface area.
Although there is apparent incentive for seasonal storage by electric utilities,
closer scrutiny shows that this is not necessarily so. Hydraulic plants have
partial seasonal storage capability, being replenished by spring run-off and
depleted during winter. Daily differences between peak and base demand can be
greater than that between winter and summer average demand. Interties with
summer-peaking utilities can be used to maintain system capacity. Finally,
maintenance of large baseload stations can be scheduled for the summer months.
While considering energy storage it is important to recognize that storage is
not an energy source but a method for managing the time-flow of energy. Benefits
can be realized only if low-cost energy is available part of the time and if it
can be delivered when needed at a total cost which is lower than that of the
best alternative.

1.2

NEED FOR REVIEW

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited conducted studies on energy storage in 1975
(4,5). More recently Acres Consultants Ltd. reviewed the prospects for storage
in Canadian utility systems (3) and Ontario Hydro performed a series of studies
for storage in the Ontario grid (6).
The availability of energy storage affects the amount of baseload generation
needed. For example, if the valley of Figure l(a) extends below the level of
baseload generation, the mix must be changed towards a larger amount of more
expensive intermediate plant. Alternatively storage capacity can be installed
to transfer the baseload energy to intermediate or peak periods. This might
reduce or eliminate the possible future need for nuclear load-following but
enhance requirements for convantional base-loaded nuclear plants. One purpose
of this review is to help determine what is required of CANDU technology in
utility systems with storage. Several energy storage methods which are now
either economically or technically immature may benefit from the considerable
research and development efforts being pursued in several countries.

-81.3

SCOPE

Recent literature on reversible energy storage has been reviewed. Solid and
fluid fuels, hydrogen and fuel cells have been excluded. Storage methods for
transport applications, energy transmission and small-scale renewable technologies have been generally excluded. This study is one of several which have
been recently undertaken by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Research Company
to explore advanced applications of nuclear energy. Related studies include
electricity/oil substitution (1)j extraction of industrial process heat from
existing reactors (7) and development of heating reactors in the 20 MW(t)
range (8); use of nuclear energy to facilitate production of liquid fuels (9);
studies of potential future energy mix (10) and energy modelling (11); and
aspects of nuclear energy related to production of hydrogen for fuel (12,13).
Technologies which have been reviewed are listed in Table 1 with their
associated energy inputs and outputs. The first six items are closely linked
to electric utility storage. This follows from what was stated earlier that
storage of energy carriers other than electricity is well established. The
last three items can use thermal energy from several sources including heat
pumps, solar arrays, industrial waste heat or electrical resistance heat. None
of these technologies involves new principles; superconductivity, the most
recently discovered phenomenon, has been known for several decades. The
literature search, covering the years 1975 to the present, uncovered no new
principles which might be applied to a superior energy storage technology.
Thus, barring basic discoveries resulting in vastly improved storage density,
for example, the viability of energy storage will be predicated on improved
economics achieved in the "established" storage technologies listed in Table 1.
Figure 2 shows the points in a utility system where storage can be applied.
Waste industrial or powerplaht heat would likely be distributed by a specialpurpose utility and it has been included. The principle advantage accruing
from storage is that parts of the system "upstream" of the storage facility
can ideally bft operated at constant output regardless of demand cycles.

Table 1.
Input
Energy
electric
electric
electric
thermal (power
plant boiler
cycle)
electric
electric
thermal
thermal
thermal

Energy Storage Techniques

Storage Method
Hydraulic Pumped Storage
Compressed Air Storage
Electrochemical Energy Storage

Energy
Retrieved
electric
electric
electric

Boiler Feedwater and Steam Storage
Flywheel Kinetic Energy Storage
Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage
Thermochemical Heat Storage
Latent Heat Storage
Sensible Heat storage

electric
electric
electric
thermal
thermal
thermal

CURRENT
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2.

ENERfiY STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES

2.1

HYDRAULIC PUMPED STORAGE

2.1.1
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Surface Pumped Storage

Hydraulic pumped storage consists of using off-peak power to pump water from
a lower reservoir to a higher one. During peak demand the stored water is
allowed to return to the lower reservoir through a turbine/generator and hence
produce electrical energy. Figure 3(a) illustrates a pumped storage plant
with the powerhouse above ground and Figure 3(b) shows one with the powerhouse underground.
Reservoirs can be obtained by a variety of methods. The following configurations have been described:
- some natural inflow to the upper reservoir (14,15)
- no natural inflow to the upper reservoir (16,17)
- the sea (18), a lake (19), a river (17) or
the headpond of another plant (20) for the lower reservoir
the powerhouse can be above or below ground . At Dinorwic, Wales (21),
all structures and some transmission facilities are underground.
The Fairfield, South Carolina,plant will be co-sited with the Virgil Summer
nuclear plant (20). The. upper reservoir will be used as a cooling pond and
hence eliminate the need for parabolic cooling towers. A similar arrangement
was adopted by Duke Power Company at Oconee where nuclear, hydraulic and
pumped storage were incorporated at one site.
A large number of surface pumped storage plants have been built worldwide.
Installed capacities for several countries are listed in Table 2. Plants also
operate or are .under construction in Austria (14), Switzerland (22,23,24),
South Africa (25) and other countries. Canadian experience is limited to the
170 MW(e) Niagara pumping station in Ontario (16) and a 2 MW(e) plant associated with the Brazeau hydraulic station in Alberta (3).. Hydro Quebec is the
only Canadian utility with pumped storage plant in its generation plan. The
Delaney plant located near Quebec City is scheduled for detailed planning and
construction between 1983 and 198S>. It will generate up to 24 000 MW.h(e) at
a capacity of 2000 MW(e) (3, 26).
The main reasons for limited Canadian storage experience are the large
proportion of hydraulic generation and availability of inexpensive oil and
gas. Hydraulic generation is versatile in load-following and does not incur
fuel costs like those associated with thermal peaking plants. Table 2 shows
installed capacity of hydraulic pumped storage plants in the European Economic
Community (27), Japan (28), the United States (29) and Canada (30). Countries
listed in Table 2 with large pumped storage capacity have less than 40% of
installed capacity in hydraulic plants. Canada had 61% installed capacity in
hydraulic plants at the end of 1975 (30).
Unsworth (4) described several alternative configurations for the turbomachinery.
The simplest arrangement is a 2-machine system with single-stage reversible
pump/turbine and motor/generator. At some cost in efficiency and turnaround
time much excavation and plant complexity is eliminated compared to separate
pumps and turbines.
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FIGURE 3(a)': CONVENTIONAL PUMPED STORAGE PLANT WITH PENSTOCKS
EXPOSED OR CEMENTED INTO HILLSIDE. POWERHOUSE MAY
BE ABOVE OR BELOW GROUND.

FIGURE 3(b) : SURFACE PUMPED STORAGE PLANT WITH SOME FEATURES
REPRESENTING UNDERGROUND PUMPED STORAGE. RACOON
MOUNTAIN PLANT OF THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
IS OF THIS TYFE.

Table 2.
Country

Installed Pumped
Storage Capacity,
MW(e)

Surface Pumped Storage - Installed Capacity for
Selected Countries (1975)
Pumped Storage as
Percent of Total
Capacity

Conventional Hydraulic Proposed
Capacity as % of Total Additions,
MW(e) (year)
Capacity

Reference

Belgium

436

4.2

0.6

664(19)82)

27

France

440

1.0

37.3

3 300(1985)

27

Ireland

292

16.2

12.2

Italy

2000

5.0

38.0

5 400(1983)

27

Japan

9240

7.7

22.0

10 560(1985)

28

UK

1060

1.6

2.0

1 750(1982)

27

2

29

2 000(1989)

30

US
Canada

10 000

2.0

15.0

170

0.3

61.0

-

20 000

•

Notes:
1.

It is expected that nuclear generation in France will exceed baseload requirements
by 1985. One project for seasonal pumped storage is under study.

2.

Under construction or planned.

27
to
I

-13Machinery used most extensively in pumped storage plants are the reversible
(Francis type) pump/turbine and the impulse (Pelton type) turbine with a
separate pump. Francis turbines can be fabricated to unit sizes of 3R0 MW(e)
and operate submerged at the lower end of a short shaft to heads of 600 m (31).
Pelton turbines are available to sizes of 300 MW(e), although usually smaller,
and operate in air at the upper end of a long shaft. Since multistage pumps
are available, heads can be as high as 1400 m (32). One advantage of Pelton
turbines is their ability to operate as no-load motors to enhance system
frequency control (synchronous condensers) but this can be achieved with
Francis turbines by using compressed air to drop the water level.
Davidson and co-workers (33) reviewed pumped storage and Newman (34) published
an overview. Davidson's study on trends in pumped storage indicates that
in recent years reversible pump turbines have been the preferred type of
turbomachinery. These are limited to hydraulic heads of about 500 m although
one plant has been commissioned in Yugoslavia with a head of 600 m (31).
Motor/generators have used air cooling, although some plants now under construction are being fitted with water-cooled stator windings C 5 ) or watercooled stator and rotor (17). Water cooling allows smaller sets and lower
construction costs.
The most important factor in pumped storage use is availability of a suitable
site. Characteristics required are suitable topography to provide head,
suitable geology to support structures, proximity to load centres and low
sensitivity as a scenic or recreational area (36). Because of these requirements suitable sites are rare in many parts of Canada. The more suitable
of two sites identified in Ontario is a prime recreational area.

2.1.2

Underground Pumped Storage

Siting opportunities for pumped hydraulic storage can be improved if the lower
reservoir is built below ground. This makes the station independent of most
topographic features and introduces hydraulic head as a variable. At
sufficiently high head the lower reservoir becomes quite small and excavation
cost is reduced.
Because reversible pump/turbines cannot operate at heads much higher than
600 m two configurations, have been proposed. Figure 4(a) illustrates a "onedrop" design which can be used with existing 3-machine configurations to heads
of 1400 m (32) but at unit capacities of about 200 MW(e). Figure 4(b) shows
a "two-drop" or cascade design which can be used to 1500 m with existing
reversible pump/turbine sets of 350 MW(e) capacity.
Studies of underground pumped storage have been reported by Argonne National
Lab. (37-41), Allis-Chalmers (42) , Public Service Electric and Gas of New
Jersey (PSE&G) (43), Acres American Ltd. (44), Chas. T. Main Consulting
Engineers (45) and Harza Engineering (46). No plants have been built or
committed.
Tarn, Blomquist and Kartsounes (47) reviewed underground pumped storage. Whereas
many surface pumped storage plants have capacity less than 1000 MW(e), the
range seen for underground plants is lOOOfco 2000 MW(e) with storage for 8 to 10 h
of generation and a turnaround efficiency (energy out/energy in) of about
70%. Specifications such as these favour the two-drop design.
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-15Studies by Main Consultants Ltd. C45) envisioned a plant with a tunnel and
pillar lower reservoir of 64 x 10 4 nrMi m i 2 ) . This would require excavation
of 5.5 - 7.5 x 106m3 of rock for reservoir and powerhouse. The intermediate
reservoir need be only large enough to provide suction during pumping and
ensure turbine-runnar submergence during generation.
To build a stable lower reservoir requires a large, competent rock mass with
few discontinuities. Many of the requirements are similar to, although less
stringent than, those identified for a hard-rock nuclear waste repository (48).
(The proposed Canadian waste repository would require less excavation
(4 x 10 m 3 ) ) . As for a nuclear waste repository, geologic research is required
to determine rock properties at depths of interest. Cavern stability under
cycling conditions and under alternate water-air contact have not been determined. Improved methods for determining rock properties at depth without
having to drill boreholes would reduce site exploration costs. Such methods
are also being studied in the Canadian nuclear waste management program.
Although employing disused mines for underground pumped storage is appealing,
there are attendant difficulties also. In a survey of potential California
sites for underground compressed air storage Acres American Ltd. (49) reviewed
the records of a large number of abandoned mines and found that records of
mine layout and shaft locations were often incomplete. Many old mines were
flooded and would have to be dewatered and braced prior to inspection. In
1972 General Public Utilities submitted a licence application to construct an
underground pumped storage plant at a disused iron mine in northern New Jersey
but the application was withdrawn because difficulties were encountered in
acquiring the land (43).
Because of the very high heads being considered for underground pumped storage,
there is some question as to the adequacy of available rotating machinery.
Options available now are (47,50):
single-stage reversible pump/turbines with wicket control gates (Francis
type) can operate up to 600 m
- multistage reversible units without wicket gates can operate to 1000 m
separate multistage pump and impulse turbine (Pelton type) can operate
up to 1400 m
- a two-stage reversible pump/turbine with wicket gates, now under development,
will be able to operate at 1000 m.
Ungated pump/turbines operate at zero or full power with no intermediate
control, a serious disadvantage. The high head impulse turbines are more
costly than reversible machines because unit size is smaller, a separate pump
is required and more excavation is required for the powerhouse for a given
capacity. Other machine-related problems identified by Tam and co-workers (47)
are rigidity of turbine parts, fatigue stress limits, seal integrity,
vibration and the ability to machine narrow passages in thick components and to
machine cavitation-resistant surfaces.

-162.1.3

Summary

Surface pumped hydraulic storage is a mature technology widely used in Europe
and Japan and less widely in the United States. Experience in Canada is
limited largely because of an abundance of hydraulic capacity. The overriding limitation of surface pumped storage is the lack of sites with suitable
tonography.
Underground pumped storage is an emerging technology which is attractive
because siting opportunities are better than for surface pumped storage and
because hydraulic head is a design variable. Knowledge and rock mass required
for development of the lower reservoir are reminiscent of those required for
a hardrock nuclear waste repository. Research and development is required to
adapt existing turbomachinery technology to the higher heads.

2.2
2.2.1

COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE
Current Technology for Compressed Air Storage

Many electric utilities use open-cycle gas turbine generators for peak shaving.
These have low capital costs and can be synchronized to the grid in 5 to 10
minutes. Because they burn clean fuels like distillate oil and natural gas,
siting can be close to load centres. Canada had 2179 MW(e) of gas turbine
capacity (2.8% of total installed capacity) at the end of 1979 (26). The
United States and West Germany had 8.3% and 5.4%, respectively, of total capacity
as gas turbine units (GTU) in 1976 (51).
Because of the requirement for premium fuel compounded by low cycle efficiency,
GTU's have high fuelling costs. These factors make future use for stationary
applications uncertain (52). Low efficiency is due, in part, to operating
an air compressor which consumes 2/3 of the power generated. One way to
improve costs and reduce dependence on premium fuel is to compress air with
low-cost, off-peak power and store it for use during peak periods with combustion of about 2/3 less fossil fuel.
Unlike other energy storage technologies, compressed air storage is not truly
reversible because heat of air compression is rejected and later replaced by an
external heat source. Rather than using turnaround efficiency as a key measure
of performance, Glendenning (53) used a charge energy factor (electrical energy
out/electrical energy in) and a fuel heat rate (fuel consvuned/electrical
energy out).
Because a large air volume ( 10 m ) at very high pressure (2 - 10 MPa) is
required, all utility-scale proposals have considered only underground storage.
Figure 5 illustrates a compressed air storage plant. In conventional gas
turbine units compressor, turbine and generator are connected by a single
shaft. In storage units a motor/generator is connected between the compressor
and turbine by synchronous clutches. During the off-peak period the motor/
generator is connected to the compressor train to charge the storage cavern.
Cooling between compressor stages and after the last stage is necessary to
reduce the work, required of the compressor and to protect successive stages
and the storage cavern from excessively high temperatures. During peak periods
the motor/generator is coupled to the turbine and the fuel is supplied to a
combustion chamber where the air is heated prior to expansion.
Four types of air storage-have been proposed (54,55):
- solution-mined, constant volume salt cavern
- mined or tunnelled, constant volume cavern in hard rock
cavern or tunnel in hard rock with constant pressure maintained by
a hydrostatic column
porous aquifer with overlying impermeable caprock.
A compressed air storage plant built over a salt dome at Huntorf, West Germany,
by Nordwestdeutsche Kraftwerke began commercial operation in 1978 (56-60). The
plant is designed to generate 290 MW(e) from twin 150 000 irr caverns solutionmined between 650 m and 800 m balow ground. Design and operating data are
listed in Table 3. Normal operating pressure range is 6.5 - 4.5 MPa with the
turbine inlet throttled to the lower pressure. The Huntorf plant does not
have n.n exhaust heat recuperator which could reduce the heat rate fror
5700 kJ/(kW.h(e)) to 4300 kJ/(kW.h(e)) (53). Operating pressure ii beyond
the range of existing GTU's. Hence the intermediate stage of a steam turbine
was adapted for the high pressure end (59) .

SELF-SYHCHR0M1ZING
CLUTCHES

RECUPERATOR

COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

c—/
FIGURE 5 :

COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE PLANT OF THE HUNTORF TYPE WITH RECUPERATION. CAVERN MAY
BE CONSTANT VOLUME AS SHOWN OR CONSTANT PRESSURE WITH HYDROSTATIC LEG TO
SURFACE RESERVOIR.
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Table 3.

Operating and Design Characteristics of the
Huntorf Compressed Air Storage Plant

Generating capacity (MW(e))

290

Compressor capacity (HW(e))

60

Mass flow during production (kg/s)

417

Mass flow during compression (kg/s)

108

Total storage volume (m )

300 000

Maximum compressor pressure (MPa)

7

Minimum pressure for starting compressor (MPa)

2

Pressure range of cavern (MPa)

0.1-10

Time charging (h)

8

Time generating (h)

2

Fuel heat rate (FHR) (kJ/(kW.h))
Charge energy factor (CEF)

(Source:

References 53 and 58)

5 700
1.2
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Although no other plants have yet been committed, utilities in Sweden, France,
Luxembourg and the United States have performed site-specific studies {49,61,
62,63). The design for the Vianden plant in Luxembourg specifies a tunnel
(5.2 m x 5 km) for the storage cavern (61). This could be excavated by
tunnelling machines, possibly at lower cost than conventional mining methods
described by Giramonti and co-workers (64). Long tunnels can also be used
for energy transmission if air is compressed at one end and expanded at the
other. Such a design requires separate motor and generator and cannot be used
as a conventional GTU in emergencies.
In the United States the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) have funded a coordinated program which is described
in References 54, 55, 64 and 65. A program overview is presented by Loscutoff
(62). The properties of different storage media and turbomachinery designs
as well as several advanced concepts have been studied. Site-specific studies
have been performed by Acres American Limited for the California Energy
Commission (49). Currently site-specific studies are being conducted by
Public Service of Indiana (porous rock) (66,67), Middle South Services
(salt caverns) and Potomac Electric Power Company (hard-rock caverns) (63).
Compressed air storage can be used at sites where neither surface nor underground hydraulic pumped storage is appropriate. Huntorf, for example, is
built on a plain overlying salt formations. At Vianden, Luxembourg, the
surface pumped storage capacity has been exhausted (1000 MW(e)) (61) and it
is doubtful that the underlying shale would have sufficient strength to withstand
the pressures involved with high head underground pumped storage. There are
still some geological requirements that must be met and siting is more
restricted than for a conventional gas turbine plant. Perhaps the most important drawback to use of compressed air storage is continued dependence on
premium fuels.

2.2.2

Advanced Concepts for Compressed Air Storage

First generation compressed air storage plants such as Huntorf reduce the
specific quantity of fossil fuel from 12 000 to 16 000 kJ/(kW.h) required for
conventional gas turbine units to 5700 kj/(kw.h(e)). A relatively simple improvement, exhaust recuperation, will reduce the fuel heat rate further (4300kJ/(kW.h))
and will almost certainly be adopted in subsequent plants (53). However,
as long as any premium fuel is required, investment in compressed air storage
plant bears some additional risk due to considerations of fuel supply and
cost. Many proposals have emerged to overcome this handicap. Some of the
principal ones are listed in Table 4. Although detailed description of
these concepts is beyond the scope of this report some brief observations
can be made:
-

-

Advanced petroleum-based turbines (68) are under continued development
by the major manufacturers. It is assumed that storage plants would
use best available technology,
Fluidized bed combustion is itself an emerging technology.
Gases from
fluidized bed combustion of coal are too corrosive for direct use in
currently available turbines (69) . Gas cleaning would add complexity to
the plant and overall plant reliability would be reduced.
There is little experience with external combustion, closed-cycle gas
turbines (69) of sizes in the 300 MW(e) range (70).
Coal gasification (71) is an emerging technology but would increase
investment risk and plant complexity.
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Table 4.

Technique

Advanced Concepts for Compressed Air
Energy Storage
Description and
Potential Benefits

Reference

1.

Advanced petroleum
fuelled

higher turbine inlet
temperature
higher pressure ratios
improved thermodynamic
efficiency

68

2.

Fluidized bed coal
combustion

substitutes a more
plentiful fuel
may be attractive
at higher load factors

69

3.

Closed cycle

burn coal in external
Combustion chamber
could use working
fluids other than air

69

4.

Coal-gasification

use gas from integral
coal gasifi'er
store air and coal gas

71

5.

Integral with
baseload thermal
plant

recover heat of compression
for boiler feedwater

72,73

6.

Integrated with
underground pumped
storage plant

greater capacity
from a single site

43

7.

Electrolytic
hydrogen as
fuel

complete decoupling from
fossil fuel

59,74

8.

Spent nuclear
fuel heat

solidified nuclear waste
as an additional heat
source
reduces oil or gas
requirement

75

9.

Adiabatic

store heat of compression
no external heat source

76-78
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Table 4. (cont'd)

Technique
10.

Near-adiabatic
(hybrids)

Description and
Potential Benefits

Reference

- store heat of compression
- fuel heat rate reduced
to 500 - 2500 kJ/(kW.h)
- variations
(a) use 500 kJ/(kW.h)
of fuel oil or gas

53

(b) steam topping from
baseload plant

72

(c) off-peak electric
resistance heat added to
thermal energy reservoir
after compression

53,79

(d) electric resistance heat
added before expansion
(on-peak)

-23The concepts using coal may not be generally upprcn la^e ior Cann.liau applications because of the variable geographic distribution of coal. One
advantage of many storage schemes is location of the plant close to load
centres because of inherently low environmental impact. Any plant using coal
will require transportation of considerable quantities of fuel into population
centres and considerable quantities of sludge or ash out. In particular the
closed-cycle plant would have no environmental advantage over a coal-fired
plant of similar size.
Recovering thermal value from compression in steam plant feedwater (72,73) is
appealing. With such a plant a second heat rejection system is required so
that the steam plant could operate when the storage plant is off-line.
A combined compressed air - underground pumped storage plant was proposed as
a method of maximizing the storage capacity of the site or reducing excavation
requirements for a given capacity (43).
Electrolytic hydrogen has been proposed for air heating (59,74) but a detailed
assessment has not been published. Schneider (74) reported an overall
efficiency (total electric energy out/total energy in) of 35 - 50% which is
considerably lower than the 70% (electric energy out/total energy in) which
can be obtained by other methods. It does, however, release compressed air
storage from dependence on fossil fuel.
.••fl -

Shupe and co-workers (75) studied the suitability of solidified radioactive
waste as a heat source. They found that about 18% of the total heating requirements could be met by the radioactive material. Unfinned canisters would
require air flow at 61 m/s to achieve a sufficiently high heat transfer
coefficient.
Finned canisters were designed to reduce the air velocity. The
authors' overall conclusion was that although use of nuclear waste was probably
technically feasible, fuel saving potential was not sufficient to warrant
further analysis.
The term "adiabatic compressed air storage" has been used to describe storage
of the heat of compression as well as the compressed air (76-78). In the limit where
all input energy is stored and later retrieved, compressed air storage becomes
a reversible process. Machinery which could compress air to usable pressures
without some form of intercooling is not available (53) (although advances in
machinery development may make it feasible in future). Because of this limitation a heat rate of 500 kJ/(kW.h) or more is still required. This has given
rise to a number of so-called hybrids which were studied by the Central
Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) under EPRI contract (79). The no-fuel
hybrid illustrated in Figure 6 uses off-peak electric resistance heating to
replace heat lost in the intercooler and hence requires no fossil fuel. Heat
is stored in commercial Norton Denstone. pebb.les...contained in prestressed
concrete pressure vessels whose properties have been well characterized by
experience in the British nuclear program.
A wind-powered.system being explored by Hydro Quebec (80), although not
included in Table 4, is interesting because of its small size (70 kW(e)l and
unfired operation. Air storage is above ground in a steel tank of 26 m 3
required to operate at a maximum pressure of 5.1 MPa. The pressure vessel and
piping are designed to ASME code specifications including stainless steel
pressure fittings. Difficulties encountered during initial tests included
pressure oscillations and icing. This work is not sufficiently advanced that
the merits of small-scale storage could be assessed. However, with above
ground storage on a small scale severe cost penalties and safety requirements
might be expected. Load control problems could occur if a large number of
units are connected to the grid. (To equal the output at Huntorf, 3867 units
of this size would be needed).

COMPRESSOR
TRAIN

=B=(I

D=0=

MOTOR/GENERATOR
TURBINE

THERMAL ENERGY
STORAGE UNIT

FIGURE 6

COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE PLANT WITH
RESISTANCE HEAT TOPPING OF ABOVEGROUND
THERMAL STORAGE UNIT PROPOSED BY
GLENOENNING ( 7 9 )
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Others have studied underground heat stores. Hamilton (81) found that cost
could be reduced considerably by using abandoned mines or purpose-excavated
pits containing crushed rock. Alleman and Drost (72) studied a variation
of the CEGB cycle coupled to a coal-fired boiler with rock for storage and
molten salt for heat transmission. Some external heat source is still
required, however, or reduced efficiency results because of low turbine inlet
temperature.
A hybrid scheme using on-peak electric air heating and thermal energy storage
has not been reported.
Presumably the value of peak power is too high.
However, provided that the gas turbine heat rate is less than 3600 kJ/(kW.h)
some benefit is realized. For example at 600 kJ/(kW.h) baseload generation is
multiplied sixfold. Such a scheme might be suitable in a system where nuclear
power is a large fraction of installed capacity. The compressed air plant is
decoupled from external fuel sources and still affords high enough temperatures for efficient turbine operation. Another advantage is that the operating temperatures of the thermal storage unit can be lower and this might
reduce overall costs.

2.2.3

Summary

Compressed air storage is a viable energy storage technique, particularly where
surface pumped storage is not feasible. Siting requirements are less severe
compared with underground pumped storage. One plant has been operated successfully. The major drawback is continued dependence on premium fossil fuels.
A large number of studies have addressed the problem of reducing or eliminating
this dependence. Since no machinery exists which will allow complete storage
of compression heat an external fuel or heat source is still required.
Components for current technology plants are mainly off-the-shelf items or
easily adapted from existing machinery as was done for the Huntorf high pressure
turbine section.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE

2.3.1

The Lead/Acid Battery

Batteries possess different scaling properties than pumped storage and
compressed air storage. Modular construction of battery storage plants
provides little economy of scale. Hence they can be sited at strategic
points in the grid such as substations and used to smooth the load over transmission lines as well as over generation facilities.
Lead/acid batteries are the only secondary batteries which are developed to
the degree required for reliable stationary energy needs (6). The nickel/
iron cell has been used for many years and has comparable cycle life and energy
density but is reported to be about twice as expensive (82,83). Ontario Hydro
(6) examined a plant of 100 MW(e) discharging on an 8 h cycle with a useful
life of 1800 cycles. Under these conditions batteries must be replaced at
8-year intervals and this weighs heavily against battery storage economics.
Bechtel Corporation (84) studied alternative cooling methods and different
enclosures for the design of a 20 MW(e) demonstration plant. Two designs
(sealed and open) were chosen from proposals submitted by five manufacturers.
A single building, several buildings, stacking and weatherized modules were
considered for housing the cells. Design discharge times were 3 and 5 hours.
They found that water cooling to constant temperature was most feasible in
minimizing space requirements and maximizing battery life. Tiered, weatherized modules which provide the most compact 'arrangement were not recommended
since accessibility for maintenance would be severely restricted.
Lee, Mendis and Sullivan (85) performed an energy and environmental analysis
on a proposed lead/acid storage plant. They found that overall energy
efficiency (including fossil-fired energy for charging) is comparable to
alternative methods of generating peak power such as gas turbine units.
Maskalick, Brown and Monito (86) assert that the lead/acid battery has been
designed to meet all utility requirements individually. The enqineerinq problem
to be resolved is design and demonstration of a system that meets all requirements simultaneously. These are:
-

28 W.h(e)/kg, 0.06 W.h(e)/cm3 (at 10 h discharge rate)
75% efficiency
5000-cycle, 20-year life
$35/(kW.h(e)).*

Evidence for a 20-year life was taken from batteries at constant charge and
the 5000-cycle equivalent for peaicing batteries may be difficult to achieve.
According to Simon, Caulder and Wales (87) energy density can be improved
only if the efficiency of utilization of the active electrode material is
improved. This is now typically 30% - 50%. The structure of electrode
deposits is being investigated and some improvement might be achieved.
However, Ruetschi's recent review (88) of lead/acid batteries shows that
much has been learned over the last century and it seems doubtful that
dramatic improvements can be made.
TRW Inc. (89) investigated use of battery storage in commerciaj. buildings.
For sufficiently high demand charges in buildings with considerable power
peaking, storage might be cost-effective. The size of battery considered was
600 kW(e) peak power and 1.1 Mff.h(e), requirements considerably lower than
those for utility storage.
all dollar figures have been adjusted to first quarter 1980 Canadian
money. See Section 3.1 for details.
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2.3.2

Advanced Batteries

The lead/acid battery is capable of storage densities around 30 W.h(e)/kg and
60 kW.h(e)/m3 and a lifetime of 1500 to 2000 cycles. Table 5, compiled from
the publications of several workers (33,82,90,91), lists advanced batteries
with potentially better performance characteristics than lead/acid batteries.
Several conclusion can be drawn from Table 5:
the lead-acid and more costly NiO/Fe battery are the only commercially
available cells that have been used for other than small, portable
applications
all batteries require corrosive, reactive or toxic chemicals or expensive
materials
-

although improvements in energy density appear promising, useful life of
much more than 2000 cycles may not be technically achievable
overall efficiency of several cells is considerably less than 70%

-

only four systems have been developed to some prototype stage.

The zinc/air and iron/air batteries have low efficiency at the air electrode
which is also susceptible to damage during charging (33,82). Development
of zinc/chlorine and sodium/sulphur cells is the most advanced. In the
zinc/chlorine battery CI2 evolved during the charge cycle is stored as
chlorine hydrate, a waxy substance which minimizes problems inherent in
handling liquid chlorine. Warde and co-workers (92) described a design for
a self-contained module with storage capacity of 45 kW.h (Figure 7 ) . The
CI2.XH2O, formed at 10*C, is stored external to the electrochemical cell.
This arrangement becomes complicated since pumps, heat exchangers and valves
must be incorporated into the module to manipulate electrolyte and chlorine
hydrate. However, with self-contained modules any single rupture will release
only 0.04 t of CI2. A 100 MW.h(e) plant with a single storage tank could
release up to 62 t making urban siting difficult.
The zinc/bromine cell is analogous to the zinc/chlorine cell (93)• Bromine
also is stored outside the cell but as an organic complex. Anolyte and
catholyte compartments are separated by ion-permeable membrane to prevent
reaction of Br2 with the zinc electrode. This system lags Zn/Cl2 development
by about three years but a prototype may be built before 1985.
Sodium/sulphur cells are annular with a pool of liquid sodium separated from
molten sulphur by a 8-alumina solid electrolyte (Figure 8 ) . Development is
being pursued by General Electric (94) and the Ford Motor Company (95) in the
United States and by companies in the United Kingdom (82) and Europe (96).
A prototype battery should be available by 1983. If so, first laboratory cell
to commercialization will have taken about 20 years (97).
Another high temperature battery is the lithium-aluminum/iron sulphide cell
which uses LiAl alloy and FeS as electrodes with a molten salt electrolyte.
This cell is being developed at Argonne National Laboratory for vehicle
propulsion (98) but is not as advanced as the sodium/sulphur cell (82).
Rockwell International (99) have developed a utility version with a storage
density of 79 W.h(e)/kg in a 2.5 kW(e) cell.
EPRI has set specifications for utility battery requirements and co-sponsored
research and development on lead/acid (100), lithium/metal sulphide (99),
zinc/chlorine (101), sodium/sulphur (102) and sodium/antimony trichloride (103)
battery systems. In so doing technical and economic factors of the competing
systems have been put on a comparable basis. The following technical specifications were established:
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-

power rating
=
storage capacity
=
generation time
=
charging time
=
efficiency
=
maximum height
=
area energy density
=
minimum siting requirements.

20 MW(e)
100 MW.h(e)
5 h
7 h
65% (minimum)
6 m
85 kW.h(e)/m2

EPRI, the Department of Energy and Public Service Electric and Gas of New
Jersey have jointly funded construction of a Battery Energy Storage Test
(BEST) facility (104-106) which will be used to test utility batteries in
the 1 - 1 0 MW.h(e) size range under realistic utility conditions. The
batteries will be heavily instrumented to provide practical operating data.
Utility interface equipment such as converters/inverters and power conditioning
hardware wi\l also be tested. This national facility was built in 7 years
at a cost of $19.5 x 10 6 * (107). Zinc/chlorine batterieswere to be installed
in BEST in late 1980 and the General Electric sodium/sulphur cell in 1982.
Ford's sodium/sulphur cell would be tested at a later date (108). Current
schedules are 1982 for the zinc/chlorine battery and 1984 for General
Electric's sodium sulphur cell (107).
'
A somewhat different system conceived by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) (109-115) uses oxidation-reduction according to one of
the following reaction systems:
a)

b)

Cr2+-»-Cr3++e~
,
-,
Fe +e +Fe

anode

Ti 3+ *Ti 4+ +e"
_
-,.
Fe +e 4-Pe

anode

discharge
cathode

discharge
cathode

Anolyte and catholyte are separated by an anion-permeable, selective, ionexchange membrane. Electrodes are inert carbon. The electrolyte solutions
(in HC1 at pH2) are pumped through the cell and stored in tanks external to
it. Availability of membranes and catalyst has led to preference for the
Cr/Fe couple (114). Very high reliability membranes are needed since
electrolyte mixing destroys the cell. A target for utility applications
specifies 1.5 fl.cm2 area resistivity and 5 ug/(h.cm2.mol,L~l) of crossover. .
Considerable development effort is required to meet these targets.
Several other concepts have been proposed for battery development (116-121)
including Li/LiTiS2 intercalation systems (122) with which AECL Research
Company has some research experience (123) . The Al/air battery being
studied for electric vehicle propulsion (124,125,126) is not a secondary cell;
instead the products of reaction are returned to the aluminum smelter for
recycle. Most of these systems are quite far removed from commercial
application.

First quarter

1980 Canadian dollars.

Table 5.

Characteristics of Electrochemical Cells Considered for Energy Storage

Open Circuit
Voltage (V)

Cycle
Life

Overall
Efficiency
(%)

25

2.0

2000

71

50

60

proven

25

1.4

2500

-

60

50-100

proven in inall
applications

25

1.3

1500

55

-

50-100

ZnCl2(aq)

prototype testing
(10 HW.h in 1982-84

50

2.1

1500

69

150

200

Na/S

P-A1 2 O 3 ( S )

prototype testing
(240 kW.h in 1S83)

350

2.1

1500

68

120

200-500

Zn/Air

KOH(aq)

prototype
(67 kW.h)

50

1.6

1000

43

90

140
150

440

Electrode
Couple

Electrolyte

Stage of
Eavalopnant

Pb/PbO 2

H 2 SO 4 (aq)

proven

Nio/Pe

KOH(aq)

NiO/cd

KOH(aq)

Zn/Cl 2

Co

Energy Density
Volume ,
Mass
(kW.h/raJ)
(W.h/kg)

50

1.3

1000

47

Lab. cells
(23 kW.h)

450

3.1

1500

68

-

molten salt

Lab. Cells
(2.5 kW.h)

450

1.3

1500

68

150

ZnBr2(aq)

Lab. Cells

25

1.8

2000

67

KOH(aq)

prototype
(30 kW.h)

Li/TeCl 4

molten salt

Li/FeS
Zn/Br 2

240-500
-

-

200

AlCl 3 (aq)

Lab. Cells

177

2.0

1000

63

Lab. Cells

250

1.7

'2000

73

-

-

1000

51

90

50-100

3000+

60

13

50

Li/Sb 2 S 3

solid

NiO/Zn

KOH (aq)

Lab. cells

25

Redox

HC1 (aq)

Lab. Cells

50

(Adapted from References 33,82,90,91)
* As electrical energy.

K>
to

-

Fe/Air

A1/C1 2

Operating
Temperature

1.7
<1
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(6x 10 UNIT CELLS EACH)

CONNECTOR PLATE
ELECTROLYTE MANIFOLD
H g /Cl g REACTOR

CHLORINE SUPPLY CHECK VALVE
ELECTROLYTE

STACK SUPPORT PLATE
CHLORINE SUPPLY CONTROL VALVE
STORE PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

ELECTROLYTE HEAT
EXCHANGER
ELECTROLYTE PUMP
J - CHLORINE SUCTION LINE
CHECK VALVE

HYDRATE DECOMPOSITION
REGULATION VALVE
DECOMPOSITION VALVE CONTROLLER
FILTER SUCTION LINE ORIFICE

HYDRATE FORMER
HEAT EXCHANGER

HYDRATE FORMATION TUBE

HYDRATE FORMER NOZZLE

HYDRATE FORMER/GAS PUMP

FILTER
CHLORINE HYDRATE
WATER

FIGURE 7=

HYDRATE DECOMPOSITION
HEAT EXCHANGER

SCHEMATIC OF 4 5 kW-h ZINC/CHLORINE BATTERY MODULE.
MODULE MEASURES 2 m x I m x 0.75m.
(ADAPTED FROM REFERENCE 9 2 )

rt

TERMINAL

CHARGED
LEVEL
UPPER CASE

ACTIVE
SODIUM
DISCHARGED _
LEVEL
ALUMINA COLLAR.
GLASS SEAL

INSULATOR
GASKETS
—

NUT

SODIUM
ELECTROLYTE

SULPHUR E L E C T R O D E _
(INCLUDING FELT FOR
EXPANSION, CARBON TO
INCREASE CONDUCTIVITY)

3-ALUMINA ELECTROLYTE
TUBE

LOWER CASE

TERMINAL

FIGURE 8= SCHEMATIC OF A SODIUM/SULPHUR CELL
(ADAPTED FROM REFERENCE 90)
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Batteries are inherently suited to distributed utility energy storage. Use of
batteries in residential applications requires that attention be directed
to maintenance and reliability as well as potential release of toxic,
flammable or corrosive substances. The lead/acid cell, the only fully developed candidate, lacks sufficient energy density and cycle life for routine
utility use. Long development history and current high level of R and D
indicate that dramatic improvements are unlikely.
Many electrode couples with superior energy density have been proposed for
advanced batteries and several are approaching prototype status. However,
little has been reported which suggests that cycle life can be extended much
beyond 50% of that required for practical cell replacement intervals in a
utility environment.
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2.4.1

FEEDWATER AND STEAM STORAGE
General

Storage of boiler feedwater or steam falls into the category of high temperature (>250*C) thermal energy storage. It is described separately here because of several characteristics which set it apart from other methods.
Feedwater/steam storage is dedicated to one (or two) steam raising plants,
can only be used centrally and energy is delivered as electricity. This is
really a single storage technique; the nomenclature depends on whether
pressure is varied or held constant.
Figure 9 illustrates a steam storage plant. Steam is bled from the turbine
cycle during off-peak hours and stored as hot water under pressure. During
generation steam is taken from the top of the reservoir, throttled and fed
to a special-purpose peaking turbine.
For feedwater storage, illustrated in Figure 10, extra turbine steam is bled
for feedwater heating during the charge period, causing a decrease in plant
electrical output. When needed, the stored feedwater is passed directly to
the boiler and no steam is extracted for feedwater heating. Margen (127)
found that a ±25% power variation, could be obtained from a nuclear plant with
the reactor operated at 100% of capacity while Ontario Hydro (128) found
±17% to be more suitable for a CANDU reactor. Rather than having a separate
peaking turbine, this method requires that the main plant turbine be
appropriately oversized.
Development in this field has been pursued by several workers. Gilli (129)
has been involved with the variable pressure system for many years and has
recently designed a prestressed cast iron pressure vessel which promises to
reduce the capital cost of above ground storage. R & D Associates (130) have
proposed an underground storage tank made of thin-wall, welded steel.
Pressure is transmitted to the rock by cement fill between the rock and outer
wall of the tank. Ontario Hydro's concept (128) specified underground
storage in thin-walled tanks with pressurized air as the pressure-transmission
medium. Since the air can be cooled, this reduces thermal stress requirements of the rock, and air is an effective thermal insulator. Work in Great
Britain has been reported by Clewer (131). General Electric Co. (132-134)
performed a complete technology assessment of feedwater and steam storage
including a review of all proposed concepts.
Both storage methods have been used in the past; the existence of a 50 MW(e),
67 MW.h(e) peaking plant in operation since 1929 is cited often (4,135).
Storage for process steam applications has been used in Europe (136) and
proposed in the United States (137). These plants will not likely serve
for scale-up to utility sizes since storage is short term (—1 h) and system
pressures are low (<1 MPa to 2 MPa).

2.4.2

Storage Concepts

It is clear from the preceding section that power generation equipment for
feedwater or steam storage is conventional and well known. Novelty lies in
the method used for storage. Three concepts for storing high temperature
water directly have already been mentioned. The problem with water at high
temperature is the need for very large pressure vessels which are expensive.
To overcome this limitation low vapour pressure liquids and solids have been
proposed as storage media. Since heat exchangers are required, the plant
becomes more complex. Boiler feedwater must be of high purity and leakage
across the heat exchanger must be guarded against.

MAIN TURBINE
GENERATOR

i

FIGURE 9

SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC OF UNDERGROUND
STEAM STORAGE WITH TAKE-OFF AFTER THE
FIRST STAGE OF THE MAIN TURBINE

FIGURE 10: SCHEMATIC OF FEEDWATER STORAGE PLANT
CHARGING FLOW
DISCHARGE FLOW
CONTINUOUS FLOW
GENERATOR

STEM

CONDENSER

GENERATOR
en
I

-36Some of the storage fluids suggested are high temperature oils (138), oil in
rockbeds (134), molten salts (134), solids (134) and phase change materials
(139). Aquifer storage has also been suggested (134).
Oils, similar to organic reactor coolant, have low vapour pressure and
acceptable stability to 300-400*C, but lower density and heat capacity than
water indicate that a larger volume would be required. The oil-rockbed
concept is an attempt to substitute cheaper crushed rock for some of the oil.
Then oil serves only as the heat transfer fluid. Molten salts include a
eutectic of sodium and potassium nitrates and nitrites (DuPont Hiteo, Park
Chemical Partherm 290). Solids include crushed granite, refractory brick
and scrap steel. Phase change materials have the advantage of higher energy
density over a narrow temperature range. General Electric Co. (132) reviewed
40 concepts for feedwater and steam storage. Storage media included hot oil,
molten salts or molten sulphur, rock or other solid and high temperature water.
For high temperature water, containments studied include steel pressure
vessels and several concepts incorporating lined underground cavities.
Initially the 40 concepts were reduced to 12 which were applied to two reference plants (134), an 800 MW(e) high sulphur coal-fired plant and an 1140 MW(e)
pressurized water reactor (PWR). Pour concepts were finally adopted for
conceptual design.
The coal-fired plants were coupled to steam storage, the steam being bled
after the high pressure turbine. This allows power swings of up to 50%.
The two storage systems selected were hot oil/rock and underground hot water
with concrete stress-transfer. Feedwater storage in oil/rock and hot water
contained in cast iron vessels was studied with the PWR. Storage was limited
to 10% - 15% of nominal reactor rating by the feedwater extraction rate.
Not all of these storage methods have been studied with respect to conventional power plants. For example, the Naval Research Lab. phase-change boiler
(139) and aquifer storage were conceived for solar applications.
Because of losses incurred in desuperheating coal-fired steam, Davidson and
co-workers (33) have suggested that nuclear plants show better performance.
One concern that has been raised (140) is that storage feedwater would become
radioactive. Two factors weigh against this being a significant problem.
Boiling water reactors have a single circuit between core and turbine and
that they are able to cope is evidenced by the number operating throughout
the world. Pressurized water reactors, including CANDU* reactors, have an
intermediate secondary circuit. CANDU reactors have shown excellent reliability of both fuel (141) and steam generator tubes (142). In fact,
radiation fields at CANDU boilers have been reduced in recent years (143).
Tritium is potentially a major contributor to activity in the secondary
circuit and it can be argued that a large feedwater store would reduce
tritium concentration and that underground location would provide further
protection. For an equivalent boiler leak rate releases could well be less
with storage than without. Thus it appears that radioactivity considerations
would not hamper development of direct feedwater storage at a CANDU plant.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2 modern generating stations are a major investment and utilities may not be willing to introduce sources of potential
unavailability if an alternative exists. Although in principle stored feedwater could enhance plant availability since a large source is available for
emergency use, in practice some nuclear steam generators have had serious
corrosion problems (142). Introduction of large sources of magnetite into
the secondary circuit is undesirable. Mechanically, storage systems add a
complex valving and pumping system which has potential for reducing availability.
* CANDU - Canada Deuterium Uranium
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Summary

Storage of feedwater and steam has been practiced in the past. These applications are not directly relevant to modern utility applications because of
low storage pressures and short generating periods. A large number of
concepts have been proposed for feedwater storage and a lesser number for
steam storage. The low cost of water and ability to use it without intermediate heat exchangers may make hot water storage more attractive than
alternative storage materials. As will be seen in Section 3.5, the cost of
high-pressure containment is still sufficiently high that feedwater storage
is more expensive than some other methods. Among the technical questions
which must be resolved is the effect of storage on availability of large,
modern baseload generators.
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FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE

Flywheels have been used for many years to store kinetic energy in a variety
of applications including, for example, automotive engines and reactor primary
pumps. These uses require short-term storage making simple steel discs suitable. Storing electrical energy at useful power for several hours requires
an entirely new type of flywheel (called superflywheeIs by Simpson and coworkers (5) and Kirk and Studer (144)). It can be shown (5,144) that the
maximum, safe specific energy of a flywheel is:

where

KE
m

m

KE

=

kinetic energy

m

=

mass

=

a geometric factor

C
0

max

=

allowable maximum stress

p

=

rotor density

Values for C lie between 0 and 1 and have been determined for several rotor
shapes (5,33). The range lies between 0.931 for a constant stress disc and
0.305 for a flat, pierced disc.
From the equation i.t can be seen that high-strength, low-density materials
are best for high energy densities. Proposed materials for flywheel construction can be readily screened and this has led to early concentration of
effort on 5 or 6 materials. These are steel (by virture of previous use),
wound steel wire or strip, Kevlar-29, Kevlar-49, E-glass and S-glass. Hagen
has pursued use of cellulosic materials (145). Most research and development has been concentrated on the synthetic and glass fibres wound as a
ring. Fibre volume is typically60%-70% (146,147) with the balance being
void, epoxy or some other suitable plastic resin. Carbon fibres have also
been studied but appear to be too expensive (148) . For a flywheel
rotating at high speed two major stress components are involved, hoop stress
and radial stress, with the hoop stress predominating. Fibre composites
have very high unidirectional strength and, when wound, accommodate the
high hoop stress. Radial stresses continue to be a problem and a number of
designs have been proposed for fastening hubs to rotors (33,149).
Flywheel energy storage has been studied at Lawrence Livermore Lab. (150),
Applied Physics Lab. of Johns Hopkins University (151), Sandia Labs. (152),
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (153) and other institutions in the
United States (154). In other countries work has been performed in the
United Kingdom (155), the USSR (156), Mexico (157), Japan (158) and elsewhere (159). Major assessments were performed by Rockwell for US ERDA (160)
and by Brobeck and Associates for EPRI (161). Flywheel technology has been
the subject of several symposia (159,162,163) and parts of other US DOEsponsored meetings (164,165).
Much of the recent US effort has been directed to automotive and stationary
applications (163). Stationary applications have been conceived for household use (151,166) and for utility substation use (167). Most of the
expertise in North America rests with the institutions listed in Table 6.
Toland (148) and Chang, Swisher and Pezdirtz (168) have described proqrams
and funding levels. Lawson (169) summarized flywheel development. The first
five entries in Table 7 have been used in practical applications while the
others are under development. Lawson set the probable maximum size of steel
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Table 6.

Primary Flywheel R&D in the United States

Institution

Expertise

Garret Corporation

Commercial streetcar and mobile
applications of steel rotors.
Destructive spin-test facility.

Lawrence Livermore Lab.

Testing composite fibre-resin
materials, developing methods
to relate fibre properties to
rotor properties. Correlation
between spin-t«st behaviour and
less costly testing methods.

Applied Physics Lab.
Johns Hopkins University

Extensive design and testing
experience with small rotors
(1 kW.h). Spin-test facility.

Sandia Labs.

Bearings, seals, structural
mechanics.

Rockwell International

Conventional steel flywheels.
Cost and feasibility studies.

-40Table 7. Flywheel Designs for Kinetic Energy Storage

Rotor Material

Geometry

Forged steel
Steel, titanium
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Kevlar-49
Kevlar-49

rim
Constant stress disc
Constant stress disc
Constant stress disc
Segmented disc
Segmented disc
Segmented disc
Segmented disc
Multi-rim
Multi-rim

Steel

Mass
(kg)

RPM/speed

Energy Density*
(W.h/kg)

1 362
33
20

-

disc

223 000

-

1.9

Steel

disc

-

-

-

Low-alloy steel
Ni-Cr-Mo steel

disc(d»1.6 m)
disc(d-1.6 m, 1-3.3 m)

484 000
545 000

Cellulose fibre

cylinder (1.2 ni x 1.2 m\

_

Kevlar-49

rim (0.D.-2 m, I.D.-1.8 m)

8 163 RPM

-

E-glass/epoxy

rim (0.D.-1.5 ni, I.D.-l .3 m)

7 110 RPM

31

Steel wire

rim

-

S-glass/kevlar/epoxy

multi-rim

-

E-glass/epoxy
Steel

Laminated disc (5m x 0 .5 m)
Disc (7.2 m x 2 .2 m)

E-glass/epoxy

Multi-rim (2 m :x 4.5 m)

-

E-glass/epoxy

Multi-rim

_

*As mechanical energy.

846 m/s
769 m/s

3 000 RPM
600 RPM

5.9
22-26.
46.2
50.6

_
3.3

4.2

28 800 RPM

80
-

12 000 RPM
3 900 RPM

60
31.4
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Capacitv
kW

kW.h
8.0
7.5
3.2
4.5
0.5
0.134
1.5

Oerlikon Gyrobus.
Rockwell, aerospace applications.
Lockheed (1973).
Rockwell (developed for U.S. Army).
Garrett Corp., subway train
Garrett Corp., advanced subway train.
U. of Wisconsin/Garrett Corp., mobile applications.
Garrett Corp. for U.S. Postal Service Jeep.
Garrett Corp./U.S. Army, for assembly Into 30 kW.h unit.

1.0

U.S. Department of Energy hybrid vehicle.

420

Garching stellarator, ball bearing suspension

0.025

Rotating case, ball bearings.
Horizontal shaft, 5 rotors in series, studied for JT-60 tokamak.
Vertical stack of 6 rotors, underground containment, no vacuum
(parasitic loss 3500 kW). Design adopted for JT-60; used
to boost grid power. Guide and thrust bearings similar to
hydraulic turbines. Operates for 38 s.

168 000

1 800

3 167

13 300

317

10
1

37
20

50

125 000

7 500

_

Comments

10 000

Reference
169

155
157
173

145
Magnetic bearings.

144

Magnetic bearings, aluminum hub.

171

Magnetically unloaded ball bearings.

151

Designed to balance radial stress, up to 53 W.h/kg tested;
80 W.h/kg projected.

170,171

Post-1985 goal is 10 MW.h units for utility application.
Used to develop flywheel performance testing machine.

158

Utility applications, 2500 kW/unit, ball bearings, not tested.

161
.172

-42flywheels at 44 kW.h for an assembly of rotors (169). Multi-rim flywheels
are built of concentric fibre rings joined with elastomer or fibre-epoxy
materials with the fibre axis arranged radially (161,170,171,172). This is
an effort to contain axial stresses generated across the rim fibres, that
is, their weak direction. In Japan a large flywheel with steel rotors is
being used to supplement electricity from the grid during operation of the
JT-60 tokamak (173).
The greatest energy density in rotors actually tested is 53 W.h/kg (149) for
a 3-component
(S-glass, Kevlar-29, Kevlar-49), multi-rim flywheel with
aluminum hub. No fibre-composite flywheel capable of useful energy storage
tasks has yet been tested as a complete system with bearings, housing and
transmission.
EPRI ceased support of flywheel R & D in 1977 (161) because an assessment of
utility storage performed for them by Public Service Electric and Gas of New
Jersey (43) showed that flywheel technology was less suitable for utility
energy storage than available alternatives (see Section 4 ) . Sandia Labs,
ended their involvement with the close of FY 1979 and transferred remaining
work to Lawrence Livermore Lab. (170).
Simpson and co-workers (5) noted that flywheels built for testing were
several orders of magnitude smaller than those required for utility service
and concluded that prospects would improve ..if working stress could be doubled
at relatively low cost. However, transferring small scale laboratory materials
to large-scale applications would require a considerable breakthrough in
fabricating and handling. In arriving at cost estimates for comparing flywheels to other utility storaae methods. Acres Consultants (3) used &ma.x
of 90 to 110 percent of current ultimate tensile strength (UTS) because of
the realization that near-term designs (40 to 60 percent UTS) are not
economic•
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2.6

SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE

At very low temperatures (1 to 20 K) some materials lose all ohmic resistance
and become superconducting. By winding superconductive material in a suitable coil configuration very high magnetic fields (4 T) can be realized.
Conceptually, off-peak energy can be converted to DC and drawn into a superconducting coil. If the coil is then short-circuited, current circulates
indefinitely.
Reconnecting the coil to the grid allows withdrawal of the
current as the magnetic field collapses.
Potential roles of superconductors in electric power technology have recently
been summarized by Geballe and Hulm (174). Energy storage applications
(103 to 10 MW.h(e)) have been pursued at Los Alamos, the University of
Wisconsin and the National Laboratory for High Energy Physics in Japan. Most
of the literature in this field emanates from these centres. One notable
exception is the assessment performed for US DOE by A.D. Little Inc. (175,
176).
Superconducting magnetic energy storage holds several advantages compared with
other storage technologies. Although AC-DC-AC conversion is required, energy
is stored directly as electromagnetic energy. Hence efficiencies in excess
of 90% are possible (177) compared with typical values of 65% to 75% for other
storage methods. No moving parts exist in the storaqe unit and there is no
apparent limit to the number of charge-discharge cycles. Finally, response
time is very,fast and certainly adequate for utility applications
(10-6pto 10"4s) (178).
Superconductivity has a number of applications in power generation and transmission as described in Reference 174. One application of interest involves
design of a stabilization system for a very long, high voltage AC transmission
line (179,180) which takes advantage of fcoth the energy and fast response
characteristics.
Figure 11 shows a schematic of the major components of a superconducting
storage system. These are a conductor and cryogenic container, structural
containment, a vacuum system, refrigeration unit and power conversion equipment. The last consists of a Graetz bridge such as is used in long distance
DC transmission (181). Both cryogenic and magnetic forces are generated and
these must be contained by the structure. Windings being considered for use
in utility energy storage are made of NbTi superconductor with aluminum
stabilizer (181, 182). The system is designed to operate at 1.8 K with pool
cooling by superfluid helium (183).
Considerable effort has been applied to cost reduction. Using stainless
steel for structural control is so expensive that the steel alone makes
large units uncompetitive with alternative storage methods (184). Haimson,
Hartwig and Doe (185) estimated that for 10 000 MW.h(e) of storage 7 x 105 t
of steel are needed. Consequently rock support has been chosen for structural
containment. The existence of radiai and axial forces influences dewar and
coil design. A thin solenoid coil configuration has been adopted since
toroids require about twice the quantity of superconductor. Expansion and
contraction is accommodated by rippling the conductor and dewar walls ( 1 m
radius superimposed on the >50 m solenoid radius). Forces are transmitted
from the aluminum dewar (cold) to the rock (ambient) by fibreglass - epoxy
struts equipped with cooling tubes. A schematic of this structure is
illustrated in Figure 12.

STRUCTURAL CONTAINMENT
AC/DC CONVERTER
POWER CONDITIONING

HELIUM DEWAR

SUPERCONDUCTING

THREE PHASE AC

MAGNET

I

AC POWER

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
AC POWER

VACUUM
SYSTEM

FIGURE 11 : SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
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,VACUUM WALLS,

SUPPORT STRUTS
COOLING TUBES

1.8 K
SUPERFLUID HELIUM

FIGURE 12: SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR SUBTERRANEAN DEWAR

(REFERENCE 191)

-46Several configurations have been proposed for the solenoid. Figure 13(a),
described by Rogers and co-workers (181), features a telescopic structure of
120 m height, 300 m diameter and 15 cm thickness. Figure 13(b) (186)
consists of three annular caverns. For a .1000 MW.h(e) unit the upper and
lower tunnels would be 8 m x 5 m and the middle tunnel 5 m x 15 m. The mean
annular radius is 75 m. Figure 13 (c) (182) represents a 15-tunnel "hourglass"
structure with 120 m major radius and 40 m minor radius for a 1000 MW.h(e)
plant. Cost savings may be realized by using a boring machine rather than
conventional excavation. The low aspect ratio (0 = height/diameter = 0.01)
design of Figure 13(d) (182) has a 1 km diameter for 1000 MW.h(e) of storage.
This scheme can be implemented at a depth of 30 m. Initial trenching and
routine maintenance would be more economical than for other schemes but
a large land area is required. The other concepts require tunnel depths of
300-400 m to provide rock of sufficient structural strength and to reduce
surface magnetic fields to a safe level.
Superconducting technology has applications in bubble chambers, accelerators,
fusion devices, magnetohydrodynamic generators, transmission lines and
turbine/generator sets (174). Hence, competition for resources, manufacturing
capacity and manpower could be expected. Since interest is broad, however,
advances made in these applications could be transferred to storage technology.
Superconducting magnetic energy storage is a high technology field with
construction and fabrication standards not far removed from CANDU technology.
AECL Research Company is gaining direct experience through construction of a
superconducting cyclotron (187) and proposals to apply this technology elsewhere have emerged (188). The current state of development in the United
States (for utility applications) is (1978):
-

construction of 30 MJ (9.3 kW.h(e)) unit for grid stabilization
(0.35 Hz oscillations, 300 MW amplitude) by 1982 (for which some
contracts have been awarded (179))
to further refine component development for a load-leveling magnet so
that more accurate costs can be established (1981) for possible design
of a demonstration plant (183) .

In Japan a 1 MW.h(e) toroidal load-levelling magnet is being built for
demonstration in 1985 (177). It will be made of NbTi-copper (5 kA) conductor
and is estimated to cost between $10 and $20 million*. Niobium-titanium
conductor was chosen for the superconductor because o£ ease of fabrication
compared with NbSn and hence reduced cost. The dewar wall and vacuum
envelope is Welded aluminum.
Magnet quenching can occur if superconductivity is lost. This phenomenon is
believed to be caused by small regions in the superconductor returning to
normal resistance (174). This gives rise to ohmic heat generation which
spreads rapidly throughout the coil. One way of overcoming this is to disperse the superconducting elements in a large matrix of normal conducting
aluminum or copper,known as the stabilizer. High purity aluminum was chosen
for this duty because it is about 1/7 the cost of copper for equivalent
usage and it is easier to fabricate (189). Superfluid helium is also
expected to afford sufficient cooling to make quenching unlikely. Extra care
will be required in maintaining dewar integrity because of the superfluid
properties of the coolant.
The quantity of helium required has been estimated by Hilal and co-workers
(190,191). Initial charging of the magnet dewar, a reserve dewar and the
refrigerator would require 500 kg/(MW.h(e)) for a 100 MW.h(e) plant and
150 kg/(MW.h(e)) for a lOGW.h(e') plant. Annual makeup ranges between 1 and
50 kg/(MW.h(e)).
First quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.
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RAOIUS 178*

(a)

..

VACUUM
BARRIER
1/
/ ROCK

TELESCOPIC (REFERENCE 1 8 1 )

(b) THREE-TUNNEL (REFERENCE 186)

S7

SAHOSTONE

(c) FIFTEEN-TUNNEL HOURGLASS
(REFERENCE 182^

(d) LOW ASPECT RATIO (REFERENCE 182)

FIGURE 13: PROFOSED DESIGNS FOR UNDERGROUND MAGNETIC ENERGY
STORAGE CAVERNS
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THERMOCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE

2.7.1

General

Chemical reactions proceed with an exchange of energy with the surroundings.
Given a reversible reaction AB = A+B, heat can be added to drive the equilibrium in one direction or removed to drive it in the opposite direction. The
free energy, AF, is related to enthalpy, AH, temperature, T, and entropy, AS, by
the following relation:
AF = AH - T__AS
eq
At equilibrium AF = 0 and T
= AH/AS. If T >T
heat is absorbed while if
T <T
heat is evolved. Valutas for AH and AS Rave been tabulated for a
largfqnumber of substances at standard conditions (192-194). For classes of
reactions, such as hydration-dehydration, entropy changes little with temperature (195). Hence the relation T
= AH/AS can be used to rapidly screen
many reactions. (Reference 196 provides equations for the case where one or
more reactants is a gas.) Spontaneous reaction in the unwanted direction can
be prevented by using catalysts or by separating reactants.
To qualify as a candidate for thermochemical storage a reaction must have as
many of the following attributes as possible (197):
large AH
-

suitable temperature

-

reversible
no side reactions
a rate commensurate with the application

-

be controllable

-

easily stored reactants

-

use inexpensive materials for storage and containment
storage materials must be relatively innocuous and non-corrosive.

Advantages of thermochemical storage compared to sensible heat storage are
higher energy density, potential for storage at ambient temperature,
potential for long-term storage and ability to deliver heat at higher temperature than that consumed. Disadvantages are greater complexity and higher
cost materials.
In the context of CANDU technology potential usable temperature regimes are:
>250*C

electric resistance heat

-250°C

direct secondary coolant

100-250*C

intermediate temperatures

70-80°C

moderator reject heat

ambient + 10*C

condenser cooling water

-49Because manufactured materials are used for the storage medium, energy density
becomes more important for thermochemical, latent and sensible energy storage
than for pumped hydraulic or compressed air storage.

2.7.2

Candidate Reactions for Thermochemical Energy Storage

Hundreds of reversible reactions possess some of the requirements outlined
above. Several authors have studied promising systems according to diverse
criteria. Mar and Bramlette (196) reviewed basic research and listed
catalysed, gas/solid and gas/liguid reactions. Schmidt and Lowe (197)
catalogued 18 reactions involving only fluid species and 17 reactions involving solids. Wentworth and Chen (198) listed 4 uncatalyeed and 8 catalyzed
reactions. Gilbert Associates, in a two-phase utility assessment, selected
suitable reactions, heat sources and end uses for EPRI (199) . In phase II,
for US DOE under Sandia project management (200), they selected three
promising reactions for systems development. Methane^synthesis gas and
benzene/cyclohexane were examined for use in chemical pipelines where the
endothermic reaction is conducted near the heat source and the products are
pumped to the point of use. The reaction is then reversed and the reactants
are returned to repeat the cycle. The sulphuric acid/water system was
examined for stationary storage applications.
The latter concept involves use of waste heat from fuel cells (177*C) to
concentrate sulphuric acid from 50 wt% to 87 wt% during a 16-hour period.
Discharge is accomplished by diluting the concentrated acid back to 50 wt%
over 8 hours at a rate of 3212 .kW(t). Heat released is used to reheat
district heating water from 38 C to 138*C. To prevent high temperature
corrosion, Hastelloy (high Ni alloy) was selected for heat exchanger tubes
and evaporator and Duriron (high Si steel) for pumps. Concentrated acid
is pumped from the evaporator bottom to a 102 195 L plastic-lined steel tank.
Storage density is 93 W.h(t)/kg stored and 90 W.h(t)/kg delivered, the
difference being caused by sensible heat loss during storage. An energy
balance on the flowsheet showed that system thermal efficiency is 23%.
The sulphuric acid/water system was compared to a pressurized hot water
system (163*C, 0.6 MPa) capable of absorbing the same quantity of waste heat.
This system contains 6 tanks of 189 250 L each. Five tanks are filled with
lower temperature water. As the water is heated it is pumped to the empty
tank, leaving an empty tank which is then filled with heated water. This
process is continued until five tanks have been filled with hot water. The
store is discharged by reversing the process. Heat recovery efficiency from
this system was found to be 96%.
If end-use requirements are used for comparison instead of source heat
available, the capacity of each hot water tank need be only 47 000 L to
deliver 25 697 kW.h(t)/d (available energy from the sulphuric acid system).
Hence total volumes and mass of heat storage media are not that different
(storage density for the hot water system is about 116 W.h(t)/kg), and
carbon steel components can be used. The only apparent advantage of using
sulphuric acid is that heat can be delivered at a slightly higher temperature
than the source (196*C vs. 178*C). Gilbert Associates (200) concluded that
it was unlikely that the sulphuric acid/water system will find use in thermal
storage.
Other systems using sulphuric acid dilution have taken advantage of the heat
pumping ability for small-scale storage. The Rutherford-Open University
system (201) uses water vapour to extract condensation heat and mixing heat.
Water at sub-atmospheric pressure is evaporated at 10*C and absorbed in
concentrated acid to yield heat at 90*C. In the charging mode a source of
high-grade heat is used to reconcentrate the acid. Residential or commercial

-50units would probably use electric resistance heaters. Insufficient information is provided in Reference 201 to gain an understanding of the size of
system which may be practical.
The TEP1DUS system (195,202) uses sodium sulphide pentahydrate which can store
1.1 kW.h(t)/kg. The system is charged by dehydrating Na2S.5H,O with a
relatively high-grade heat source (e.g. solar panels at 90*C). Water vapour
is transferred to a condenser cooled by water circulated underground and is
then discharged. Heat is generated by the Na^S when make-up water is added
as vapour from the condenser now^acting as an evaporator. System pressure
is maintained low enough that 10*C water from the ground effects sufficient
evaporation. According to Acres (195) 29% of the stored energy is contained
in the sodium sulphide tank and 71% is contained in the ground heat store.
(Heat is released at the Na,S tank at about 50°C above ground temperature.)
Acres found that for a similar system using H-SO./H-O, 85% of the heat is
stored in the ground.
No information is provided with respect to the efficiency of heat recovery
from the ground store (900 m of polyethylene tubing buried approximately
1 m below grade). If this is 0 (all storage heat dissipated and natural
ground heat used for evaporation) the energy density falls to 325 W.h(t)/kg
of Na-S. Fischer (203), for example, found that uninsulated concrete floors
in underground ice bins had a measured heat.loss of 17.6 to 26.4 kW.h(t)/day
(area of 17.5 m ) , about twice that expected from soil conduction alone, and
concluded that moisture migration must account for the difference.
If water of hydration is saved in a closed system, storage density is about
the same (360 W.h(t)/kg according to Reference 175).
The TEPIDUS system has been proposed for annual cycle storage. For residential use in Sweden about 100 kg of NajS and 10 m of ground-store tubing are
required per m 2 of floor area. In Canada the ground heat store would have
to be about 2 m below grade. A new home in Canada has approximately 112 m 2
of floor area (204) and would require about 10 t of Na2S under weather
conditions similar to Sweden and considerably more under Canadian climatic
conditions. (The mean January temperature at Stockholm over the period 1931
to 1960 was -3"C (205) while that at Chalk River, about 1/2 degree of
latitude north of the major population centres of Ottawa-Hull and Montreal
was -12*C over the period 1963 to 1980 (206).)*
One potential problem is that sodium sulphide forms several hydrates
(Na2S.9H2O, Na2S.6H2O,Na2S.5 HjO which is metastable), all of which are
deliquescent in air (194T. The chemical tank is charged with granular material (45% NajS, 55% void). Air in-leakage during operation or maintenance
would have to be guarded against or the granules will begin to fuse and
upon heating revert to a solid mass with higher pressure drop and lower surface
area. Although TEPIDUS is being developed for annual cycle storage it
could be expected to cycle 100 to 200 times per annum. Whether or not the
top layers of granules will, in a large tank, fuse under these conditions
is not clear. This is a self-perpetuating process since partial fusion will
block water vapour from the Na2S below while simultaneously fusing to a
greater degree'. In an open system such as TEPIDUS this can also occur
by addition of more than 5 moles of water per mole of anhydrous salt, generating more heat but affecting future performance.
* Detailed data from Canadian weather stations is consolidated in
"Monthly Record. Meteorological Observations in Eastern Canada",
and its sister publications for Western and Northern Canada,
published by Environment Canada. Fifteen-year means recorded
in the January, 1980 issue (Vol. 65(11)) for six stations in
Montreal were -8.9*C to -9.9*C and for three stations in Ottawa
were -10.6*C to -10.9*C.
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Hockett and Serth (207) studying the reaction:

found that 70% - 90% of the energy was stored as sensible heat in the system
mass and concluded that there was little justification for introducing the
complexities of a chemical cycle.
Acres (195) provide a summary of related work in the United States. Because
of higher heat losses than anticipated in early studies most of the solarenergy-related applications and many others are being phased out. EPRI
ceased support for thermochemical energy storage in 1979 (Gilbert Associates'
Phase I study (199)).

2.7.3

Summary

A large number of reversible chemical reactions have been screened for
application to thermal energy storage. Although ideally energy density is
higher than for sensible heat storage, losses and complexities necessary to
conduct the reactions produce effective energy densities of similar magnitude
and hence higher costs than predicted. Research and development for utility
and many solar applications is being phased out in the United States.
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ENERGY STORAGE IN PHASE CHANGE MATERIALS

2.8.1

General

When materials undergo an isothermal phase change, heat is exchanged with the
environment. Suitable materials for thermal energy storage can be pure
compounds or mixtures and there is sufficient variety that most temperature
regimes of interest can be accommodated. Because of lower inherent complexity relative to most thermochemical storage concepts, latent heat storage is
well suited to small applications.
Gawron and Schroeder (208) have listed criteria to be met by heat of fusion
materials for practical applications:
-

high storage capacity (AH/kg, AH/m , high heat capacity)
transition temperature suitably matched to the application

-

low vapour pressure at operating temperatures

-

chemically stable and non-corrosive

-

non-toxic and non-flammable
reproducible crystallization; no degradation
little supercooling and high rate of crystal growth
small volume change upon solidification

-

high thermal conductivity
abundant and cheap.

A close parallel can be seen with the requirements for thermochemical storage
materials listed in Section 2.7.1.
Pillai and Brinkworth (209) reviewed types of phases involved. Enthalpy is
greatest for gas-solid and gas-liquid transitions, but the very large volume
changes and design complexity caused by gas handling equipment excludes these
from practical applications. Solid-solid transformations have too low an
enthalpy change for most applications. Solid-liquid and the analogous
crystalline solid-liquid solution transformations have acceptable enthalpy
changes accompanied by small volume changes. The latter process occurs in
hydrated salts. Lefler, Myers and Weinstein (210) surveyed solid-solid
transitions and, like Pillai and Brinkworth, found AH to be too small for
most applications.
As for thermochemical energy storage no latent heat materials have been
found which have all the characteristics ideally required. Also like thermochemical storage , storage at or near ambient temperature is sometimes possible.
The distinction between thermochemical, latent and sensible heat storage is
not always clear. In this report segregation has been according to the
emphasis of the proponents of the various concepts. In some cases, however,
more than one heat storage method is combined in a single concept. Latent
heat storage extending over a broad temperature range that passes a transition point is common and will be described in the next section. In these
cases, as in some thermochemical concepts described in Section 2.7.2, a
significant fraction of the energy is stored as sensible heat.
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Candidate Concepts for Latent Heat Storage

A summary of some basic studies is presented in Table 8. Nguyen-Duy and
Dancy (211) determined properties of alkali metal nitrates and chromates to
compare with literature values and to develop methods for estimation of latent
heats. Cantor (212) studied hydrates and other compounds that melt between
90*C and 250*C. Some of the salt hydrates displayed incongruent meltingfreezing behaviour where crystallization temperature and enthalpy are different from those at melting. Borucka (213) examined a wide range of compounds
and their mixtures and found alkali metal chlorides and fluorides to be best
suited to practical applications. Lithium salts show large enthalpy changes
but high cost and corrosiveness preclude them from use as pure salts. In
binary and ternary mixtures, they were judged to be suitable since only a
fraction of the storage medium is lithium salt. Borucka also found that
volume changes upon freezing could be as high as 40% and this would have to
be accommodated in hardware design. Bros and Guane-Escard (214) examined a
large number of salts with transition temperature above 325*C and enthalpy
changes (AH ) between 16 and 289 W.h/kg. For pure salts, heat of fusion
generally increases with transition temperature. Lithium salts were found to
have the largest AH .
Besides selection of suitable storage salts, heat transfer and materials
compatibility data are required for design of practical devices. Hale and
Viskanata (215) demonstrated the importance of convection in the liquid phase
and the importance of vessel geometry. Similar studies have been conducted
by Carlsson and Wettermark (216) and BatheIt and co-workers (217). Heine,
Heess and Groll (218) investigated the corrosion properties of salts in
the temperature ranges 200*C to 450*C and 700*C to 900*C. Lithium
salts were excluded because of cost and nitrates and carbonates because of
their tendency to decompose at elevated temperatures. Corrosion tests showed
that high nickel alloys such as Monel and Nimonic could be used for the
containment vessel but specific salt-container combinations should be tested
prior to system design. High-temperature fluoride salts have been studied
by Schroeder (219).
Several latent heat storage concepts have been devised and some have attained
semi-commercial status. These are summarized in Table 9. Water has a high
heat of fusion (93 W.h(t)/kg), good thermal conductivity in the liquid phase,
low cost and is non-toxic. Its major drawback lies in the sub-ambient transition temperature which requires heat pumping to extract useable heat.
Fischer (203) has described a seasonal storage system where ice is made
during winter and stored in an insulated underground bunker for use in air
conditioning during summer. The ACES (Annual Cycle Energy Storage) system
was installed in a house in Knoxville, Tennessee,in 1976. It consists of a
73 m 3 tank containing a maximum of 54.5 t of ice formed over 400 m of polyethylene
tubing. The tank was re-insulated from R16 to R37 after the first operating
year. Ice begins to form in December, reaches a maximum in April or May and
is depleted by July or August. Sensible heat is drawn from the water until
December. If necessary the water is chilled during the night for the following day's air conditioning load. Heat extracted during ice-making is
5068 kW.h(t) and sensible heat is about 500 kW.h(t). (Based on 500 Imperial
gallons or 2250 L of heating oil per year, a Canadian residence requires
about 4 times this amount.) Fischer cites an annual coefficient of performance of 2.5 to 2.9 for Southern Canada. ACES is considered to be technically
proven and current work is concentrated on improving the economics.
Saskatchewan Minerals Ltd.(220) are developing a modular system of Glauber
Salt (Na2SO..10H,O) and peat moss contained in stackable plastic trays. The
purpose of the piat moss is to prevent segregation of anhydrous salt from
the melt which leads to progressive loss of storage capacity as the number of
cycles increases. Each tray is capable of storing 381 W.h(t) indicating that
in a typical house (108 m floor area) about 300 trays would be required to

Table 8.

Properties of Potential Latent Heat Storage Materials

Materials

AH
(K.h/kg)*

Tin <*C)

KNO 3 /NaNO 3 /Na 2 Cr 2 O 7 /K 2 Cr 2 O7

67-136

220-350

Mg(NO.) 2 .6H 2 O
CuSO 4 .SH 2 O

MgCl 2 .6H 2 O

69(30-41)

79.5(40-66)

42

90

37(14-22)

96(30-60)

38

(58-61)

46

117

Comments

Reference

211
Incpngruent melting, number in
parentheses indicates AH of
crystallization

212

Na,K,Ca Nitrates and Mixtures
36 Inorganic Salts

17-426

32 Binary Mixtures

32*-273

12 Ternary Mixtures

55-261

chose KF/LiF/MgF2,NaF/KF/LiF

47 Salts

16-289

31 Binary Mixtures

28-237

Alkali metal halides,
carbonates, nitrates ,
hydroxides and sulphates

10 Ternary Mixtures

36-147

chose HgP 2 ,HaCl,NaF,KCl
200-1000

325-850

,

chose LiF/MgF2,NaF/MgF2

214

215

Stearic Acid
36
32.4
n-octadecane

213

Heat transfer studies

i

Table 8. - continued

Materials

AH
(W.h/fcg)*

Tm(*O

Comments

NaNO3

477

304

KCl/ZnCl2

550

203

Corrosion properties containment would have
to be Monel or other
high nickel alloy

MgCl2AlaCl

911

435

1144

376

MgCl 2

1255

714

NaCl

1367

800

Ka2CO

864

854

1256

857

561

884

KF

* As thermal energy.

Reference
218

I

Material

r

H

2°

Table 9.

Latent Heat Storage Devices Under Development

AH
(W.h/kg)*
93

45(3B1 W.h/tray)
Na 2 SO 4 .10H 2 O base

26(47 W.h/unit)

Na 2 SO 4 .10H 2 O

62(445 W.h/unit)

Operating
Temperature (*C)

Description

Reference

0

ACES (Annual Cycle Energy Storage),
heat pump-ice storage, 73 m 3 bin.
Technical feasibility established.

203

30.5

Peat moss to prevent segregation of
Na 2 SO 4 > packed in trays.

220

Packaged in sausage-shaped plastic
casing, usad in-line with heat pump.
Main application for air conditioning
with T = 13*C formulation.

221,222

Direct air heat transfer, flat
5 cm x 61 cm x SI cm polyethylene
trays, marketed - leakage caused
recall, 40* loss of capacity after
several hundred cycles.

222

32 for heating
13 for cooling

32

I
in

100 kw.h/unit

32

Immiscible oil to agitate and enhance
heat transfer at copper heat exchangers.

222

53(649 w.h/unit)

27

High density polyethylene cylinders
CHDPB), 9 cm diameter x 183 cm.

222

111 kW.h/unit

46

1-1.5 m plastic bulk containers,
17% sensible heat.

222

73 kW.h/unit-

46

1 m diameter x 1.2 m bulk system,
aluminum heat exchanger.

222

Paraffin

60 kW.h/unit

47

310 L water tank for sensible heat
storage with 10 cm concentric paraffin
tank for latent heat storage. 64% is
sensible heat.

222,223

Na C fl

29 kW.h/unit

53

Heat transfer and agitation with

222

CaCl 2 .6H 2 O

2 2 3°2- 3 H 2°

immiscible oil.
Polyethylene (HDPE)

115

No capacity deterioration on cycling.

222

130

Pellets, no capacity deterioration
on cycling.

222

55

Table 9. - continued

Material

AH
(W.h/kg)*

NaCl/KCl/MgCl 2

114(2500 k.Wh/unit)

385

n - terphenyl heat pipe, power
generation, 3 m x 3 m tank for
demonstration.

224

NaOH

284(194 fc.Wh/unit)

454

Off-peak hot water heating.

225

(K.Na.Mg)F

172(70 kW.h/unit)

685

Eutectic mixture, stainless steel
containment, space heating.

226

*As thermal energy.

Operating
Temperature (*C)

Description

Reference

i

-58manage 65% of the energy required for space heating on an average January
day (220) .
Another modular system based on Na-SO.-lOH-O is being developed but using
standard food processing technology to reduce costs (221). The units are
sausage-shaped with about 2 kg of heat storage formula encased in laminated
plastic film. These so-called chubs are stacked in line with a heat pump
system. Two formulations are available with more emphasis on the efficiency
of the cooling formula (T = 13*C). This and other systems using a heat
pump operating on a dailymcycle must be examined very carefully. A heat
pump's coefficient of performance for heating increases as the outdoor ambient
temperature rises. Hence peak performance would occur during the early
afternoon - a peak period. Maximum space-heating energy is required after
midnight - an off-peak period.
Michaels (222) has described several low-temperature phase-change concepts,
some of which have been marketed in the United States. One modular system
based on Glauber Salt packaged in polyethylene trays was withdrawn from the
market after leakage occurred at the filler cap in a substantial number of
trays.
A bulk storage system based on Glauber Salt uses an immiscible oil to agitate
the melt and improve heat transfer at the cppper heat exchanger. The unit
is capable of storing 100 kW.h(t) of off-peak power in a 2 m by 0.5 m cylindrical tank which places it in the range for practical application. Unit'.*
have been delivered to the Tennessee Valley Authority and Oak Ridge National
Lab. for testing.
Calcium chloride hexahydrate has been formulated by DuPont into a storage
medium with the trade name Therminol 81 which is available to manufacturers of
storage units. One such unit is packaged in 9 cm diameter, 183 cm long
cylinders of high density polyethylene with a storage capacity of 649 W.h(t)
per cylinder.
Two bulk units using Na2S2O,.5H_O have also been built. One unit stores 17%
of its capacity as sensible heat. The other is noteworthy for its aluminum
heat exchanger.
The paraffin based unit in Table 9, also described by Scaringe (223), uses a
310 L water tank for storing sensible heat and a concentric paraffin tank for
latent storage. Because of low thermal conductivity of the solid, the
paraffin layer can be no more than 10 cm thick. The system can store
38.4 kW.h(t) as sensible heat (initial water temperature of 4°C) and
21.6 kW.h(t) as latent heat. However, the concept may be limited in some
respects since more than 8 hours are required for the entire wax inventory
to solidify.
For the high end of the low temperature range, Michaels described a magnesium
chloride bulk unit and fusible polyethylene pellets.
In the higher temperature range Naval Research Lab. (224) in the United States
has studied a large-scale storage system for potential utility use. A
proposed demonstration system with a storage capacity of 2500 kW.h(t) would
contain a mixture of Na, K and Mg chlorides with a transition temperature of
385*C. Heat pipes with terphenyl working fluid transfer heat from storage
to a boiler.
A system for off-peak hot water heating with a sodium hydroxide based storage
material was evaluated by Perdue and Gordon (225). The system consisted of
the storage tank, water tank, heat transport system and electrical system
and was found to have 88% turnaround efficiency (thermal out/electrical in).
Response characteristics were satisfactory (peak output 85 kW(t), able to

-59heat 182 kg of water from ambient to 71°C in about 10 minutes) but sodium
hydroxide leakage corroded instrumentation and caused a heat exchanger leak
and recommendations were made for improved seals.
Schroeder (219,226) describes a unit containing a eutectic mixture of alkali
metal fluorides for domestic heat storage. Storage material is contained
in a double-walled steel vessel with a central electric resistance heating
element. The interspace between vessel walls is evacuated and further
insulated with reflective foil. Heat transfer is controlled by adding hydrogen
to the evacuated space from a small heated vessel of zirconium hydride. Two
sizes of storage heater are suggested: one capable of 70 kW.h(t) would
contain 195 kg and occupy 93 L; .a unit for storing 2000 kW.h(t) would contain
4830 kg and occupy 2300 L (2.3 m ) .

2.8.4

Summary

Many materials have been studied for use in phase change thermal storage
devices and several devices have been developed. Salt hydrates have attractive transition temperatures for practical application but suffer from
degradation of storage capacity because of phase separation. Several techniques and proprietary formulations have been devised to overcome this handicap. Molten salts with high transition temperatures havr> high energy storage
densities but present problems with materials compatibility. Storage densities
greater than that for water/ice are available only with materials operating
above 300*C. Water/ice would be ideal except that heat pumping is required
and this, like the expensive alloys required with high temperature systems,
is costly. Costs of these systems are compared in Section 3.9.
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2.9.1

SENSIBLE HKAT STORAGE
General

Sensible heat storage, that is, storage by virtue of changes in temperature,
can be applied on any practical scale. In Section 2.2.2 storage to recover
the heat of compression in compressed air storage has been described.
Application to a specific nuclear or coal-fired station has been described in
Section 2.4. Several thermochemical storage concepts, described in Section
2.7, incorporate a substantial amount of sensible storage as do several
concepts employing phase transformations.
In its simplest form, sensible heat storage consists of radio-controlled
domestic water heaters whose electric supply is turned off during peak
periods. Detroit Edison (227), for example, has used this load-management
technique since 1969 to defer up to 200 MW(e) of capacity (~3.1%of peak demand).
Sensible storage has been pursued for the residential, commercial and
industrial sectors and for seasonal storage for district heating. Residential
storage has been used for some years in the United Kingdom and Europe (228,
229). The incentive provided by the utility is favourable off-peak rates
usually metered separately for the heating circuit. Schroeder (219) has
reported that in Germany 8% of electric heating is by off-peak storage devices.
It has been reported (230) that for one German utility the winter load curve
is almost flat because of storage. Winter diurnal load curves for British
and German utilities have recently been compared (231) and the difference,
said to be mainly due to storage heating, is striking.
Thermal energy storage in commercial buildings has been practiced for several
years in Canada (232-234). Most commercial power users are charged by a twocomponent billing system: energy consumed and peak power. For buildings with
high heat rejection loads and 160 hours per month occupancy, installation of
hot or cold water-storage tanks enables use of low-capacity heating and airconditioning systems and hence savings on the power component of the bill for
a given energy consumption.
Industrial heat storage has been studied by several authors. In industries
such as food processing (235), tanning (136) and paper making (236), heat
loads are cyclical and good use can be made of short-term storage. In other
industries such as aluminum refining use of waste heat for district heating
has been investigated (237).
Seasonal storage in aquifers (238) and other low cost containment (239) is
being pursued. Such systems would be used with district heating networks
and are especially useful where industrial and utility waste heat is discarded in summer while oil is burned in winter to provide the district
heating.

2.9.2

Candidate Systems for Sensible Heat Storage

Concepts for sensible heat storage are summarized in Table 10. Residential
storage heaters are being developed in Canada by Saskatchewan Power Companv
(204,240). Note that these have about 2% times the capacity of similar
units used in the United Kingdom. This is due to differences in climate as
well as variations in residential construction and the nature of the
domestic heating industry. Heating degree days in the Ottawa Valley (206)
are twice those in the Thames Valley of Great Britain (241). In 1973 space
heating in Great Britain and West Germany was still dominated by singleroom heaters (242) and in 1979, 45% of the households in Great Britain were
still without central heating (243) (but using 1.65 million storage room

Table 10.

kW*

System Type

Summary of Concepts for Sensible Heat Storage

kw.b*

Description

Reference

Systems for Residential Storage:
Hot water heaters

1

4

Radio-controlled water heaters used to defer peak load.
Z

227

Hater storage

13.2

100

Water tank of 4543 L, heat pump, &T » 19" C , 232 ra house

2S4

Storage heater

24

140

Hagnesite brick, 1168 kg at 650 "c max., 112 m 2 house, 100 kW.h
available for heating during the 10 h charging period.

204,240

Storage heater

7

46

State-of-the-art room heater used in the United Kingdom.

22S

Variety of utility and BOB sponsored experimental projects, 40 heat storage,
40 cool storage.

245

Storage Heater Experiments:

Ceramic room

2-6

Ceramic central

12-30

Pressurized hot water

30

Dnder-floor

~50
90-200

-160

Forced-air; 65O*C core temperature, 60*C skin temperature.

I

Forced-air; 760 C core temperature, 65*C skin temperature; up to
1365 kg.
Closed system, water-to-water beat exchange; 130-145*C water temperature
at 340 IcPa; 795-930 L capacity; 102 cm x 96 cm x 264 cm; 500 kg empty.
Beating cable mats of 2-20 a length burled 0.5 m below floor pad; 40" C
operating temperature, 29*C floor temperature; little control, not
suited to residential applications. '

Systems for Commercial Buildings:
Empty tank

Separate compartments for hot .and cold water with 1 tank empty.

248, 249

Labyrinth

Series of tanks,

250

Stratified water

/

one compartment mixed, others hot or cold.

Dae difference in buoyancy between hot and cold water to maintain
stratification.

251,252

Moving partition

Film floating between hot and cold sections.

250

In-ground

Useful for slagle storey imrehouae or plant.

245, 247

Table 10. continued
Syatem Type

kW.h

Description

Reference

Systems for Industrial Uae:
Pulp and paper

Waste combustion provides baseload steam, oil or gas provides peaking

236

steam. Storage enables use of vaste boiler steam for peaking.
Food products

Cement

7 JiJCe)

168

Iron and steel

Store process hot water for cleanup.operations.

235

Low-grade, high volume, 150"c. Stored in steel tanks to smooth
district heating load.
Produce electricity fro* kiln waste heat. Store some waste heat to
prevent drain on grid when kiln i s off-line.
Store arc furnace exhaust, heat in solid medium to.provide peaking power.

237

Store low-grade waste heat In summer for district heating in winter.

238

257
256

Seasonal storages
Aquifers

20 HH

Other containment
As thermal energy unless otherwise stated.

43 GW.h
7-90 GW.h

As above, storage in earth pits, natural and artificial water bodies
and caverns.

239,263

I
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heaters (228)). In Canada, heating by inexpensive oil and gas has led to the
situation where electric heating,and hence electric storage heating, would
have to penetrate a large, existing central haating market.
Saskatchewan Power Company (SFC) (240) has installed seven experimental electric
storage furnaces in rural areas where natural gas is not available. The
penetration of electric heating in the SPC service area has been high
(1200 units/year) and the availability of cost-effective storage heaters
will enhance the penetration rate if time-of-day rates are offered. The
unit under development occupies approximately the volume of a standard oil
furnace, its oil tank and chimney. One customer participating in the field
trials did ask that the storage furnace be removed because of its size.
As the cost of land and residential construction and maintenance increases
it is reasonable to assume that domestic space will be more fully utilized
and this will put all storage systems at a disadvantage relative to, for
example, electric resistance heating. This is highlighted by the water
tank concept of Packer and Glicksman (244) which requires 4545 L of water
to store only 100 kW.h(t).
A large number (81 projects) of experimental heating systems.are being tested
by 56 utilities in the United States (245) including heat and cool storage
and combination systems. Most of the field trials have been in large
(e.g., 227 m 2 ) but very well insulated (ceiling R38, wall R15, triple glazed)
homes. In most cases final results are not'available and sample size is
small. However, high reliability and normal comfort levels have been reported.
In northern states it has been found that storage energy could be depleted
during very cold weather. Heat input to storage is normally controlled by
outside thermocouples.
Residential storage is predicated on the utility offering low off-peak rates
to create an incentive for the customer to make a capital purchase. Hajos
and Patterson (246) surveyed the view of North American electric utilities
respecting thermal storage. In Canada only three utilities have policies
which might encourage storage but none offer financial assistance. In
provinces other than the Maritimes, the demand/energy split offers incentive
to owners of large buildings. Time-of-use studies are underway in several
provinces but none offer these rates at present. Residential storage heating
pilot studies are in progress in Saskatchewan, British Columbia, Ontario and
Quebec.
Five basic storage techniques have been used in commercial buildings. For
single storey warehouses and manufacturing plants heating cable can be laid
below the floor pad ^r air can be ducted to an underground gravel bed (247).
Office and government buildings have been built with large water tanks to
store heat and cool. Buildings of this type have high heat rejection loads
and very low occupancy (~25%). They differ from residential construction in
having a two-component billing scheme where storage of cool or warm water
allows installation of small chillers or heat pumps which reduces the capacity charge and results in savings to the building owner. Four types of water
storage have been practiced. The empty tank concept (248,249) employs a
series of tanks of which one is empty while the rest are filled with hot or
cold water. As demand requires, the empty tank is filled with hot or cold
water, leaving a second tank empty which is in turn filled and so on. The
labyrinth concept (250), similar to the empty tank, uses a tortuous path
between compartments to keep the blended zone to a minimum size.
Stratification of hot and cold water is practiced by using a matrix of
nozzles to avoid disturbing the layers (251,252). A moving partition or a
film whose buoyancy in water causes it to float between the high and low
temperature regions has also been used (250). All of these techniques have
been used in Canada with Engineering Interface (250,253-255) representing a
major Canadian proponent.

-64Under the sponsorship of US DOE a series of studies have been performed on
the merits of energy storage in industries which account for a high proportion of energy consumption (256). In pulp and paper mills where waste wood
and pulping liquors provide baseload process steam while oil or gas provides
peaking requirements, storage can reduce fossil fuel dependence (236). In
the food industry where considerable energy is used for sterilization and
clean-up while water at elevated temperature is discarded, storage has been
postulated to provide benefits (235). The primary aluminum industry discards
considerable quantities of low-grade heat. If a district heating system were
built close to a smelter, storage could be used to balance the steady heat
production from the smelter with the variable demand for hot water for district heating (237). In the cement industry heat is rejected at 815*C from
kilns and 200*C from clinker cooling grates. Using this waste heat for
electric power generation is appealing, but a heavy drain (~.IO MW(e)) would
result on the utility during kiln shutdown. Storage could even out this
drain. The proposed concept (257) is to store a small fraction of clinkercooling reject heat for preheating and kiln reject heat for final heating of
air. It takes about 1 week to store.enough energy for a postulated 24 hour,
10 MW(e) load. In the primary iron and steel industry, reject heat from the
electric arc furnace can be stored for providing peak electric power (256).
Studies have also been conducted on use of adsorbent beds which use the heat
of adsorption of water to lower specific volume by an order of magnitude
relative to gravel/air beds (258), use of sodium/iron spheres for solar
applications (259), use of fluidized sand (260) and other media (261).
Seasonal storage has great appeal, particularly in northern latitudes, but
the high cost of containing large quantities of energy indicates that very
low-cost storage media must be used. The existing literature can reasonably
be divided into two broad areas: aquifer storage and other concepts. Aquifer
storage consists of pumping hot water into a natural, confined aquifer. Other
concepts include storage in natural and man-made reservoirs, excavated
caverns, salt-gradient ponds and several others.
Tsang (238) reviewed on-going work in the storage of hot water in aquifers.
Studies have been conducted in several countries on modelling, feasibility
and experimental injections. The largest-scale field experiment consisted
of injecting 57 784 m 3 of water at 55 C over a period of 80 days and withdrawing 55 345 m 3 after 51 days. Approximately 65% of the energy was recovered. A second injection resulted in 76% energy recovery of water between
55*C and 33*C. Similar field work has been conducted in Switzerland, Japan
and Prance but recovery was much lower (20-40%) . Mathematical modelling
studies have been conducted in Denmark, Japan, France and Switzerland as well
as in the United States. These groups have used finite-element analysis,
usually in 2 dimensions, to try to predict the behaviour of a warm water body
in a porous medium.
Feasibility studies range from general economic analyses to site or application-specific work. Myer (262) has reported on a study being performed on
the Minneapolis - Saint Paul district heating project.
Technical problems which must be addressed before aquifer storage can be
implemented include thermal dispersion, natural flow, corrosion, effects on
groundwater supply and land subsidence among others. The quality of energy
that can be stored in aquifers is low, not exceeding 55*C in the injection
experiments to date. Hence the use to which such low grade energy can be
put is restricted to district heating of commercial, residential or agricultural facilities. On the other hand, such low-grade heat can be obtained
at low cost from industrial or utility plants.
Seasonal storage of hot water in containments other than porous geological
strata has been studied in Sweden (239), the United States (263) and other

-65countries. These systems are underground or insulated surface cavities for
bulk water storage. Margen (239) has described several such ideas being
investigated in Sweden including an insulated earth pit and a structure for
isolating part of a natural water body to hold water at 90"C.
Perhaps the greatest obstacle to implementation of seasonal low grade heat
storage in Canada is lack of a district heating infrastructure. Sweden has
over 70 district heating systems in operation (239). Some of these use oilfired heaters while waste heat from industrial processes and refuse incineration is discarded during summer months. Canada has few, relatively small
district heating systems partly because of past availability of low cost
fossil fuels. Further, if multi-unit, baseloaded nuclear stations such as
Pickering supply some future district heating system (264), it may be
difficult to justify storage in any foreseeable time-frame.

2.9.3

Summary

Sensible heat storage has been considered for all energy-consuming sectors
with storage durations ranging from hours to months and scales ranging from
individual residences to 10 MW(e) for large industrial plants. Individual
room heaters with magnesite brick as the storage medium have been used in
the United Kingdom and Europe for two decades. More recently, central
heating devices have been marketed. There are a large number of experimental
residential storage devices being field tested for North American conditions.
However, residential storage is dependent.upon utilities offering time-of-use
rates and none in Canada do so at present.
Thermal storage is an accepted practice in many commercial buildings. The
form of storage is usually hot/cold water in sub-basement tanks using thermal
stratification, multiple tanks or floating films to separate hot and cold
water. Incentive for storage in commercial buildings lies in a two-component
rate structure. Thermal storage enables use of lower capacity heating and
cooling equipment which reduces the demand charge.
Seasonal storage of warm water in aquifers and other low-cost containment is
being actively pursued in several countries for use with district heating
systems. Although no systems have yet been committed, some site-specific
studies are underway.
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SCALE AND ENERGY DENSITY OF STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES

2.10.1

Scale

Inherent characteristics of the energy storage technologies described in
previous sections tend to fix the size of potentially practical systems.
Surface pumped hydro is site dependent and, because of regulatory and environmental considerations, a site (once obtained) would probably be developed to
its maximum size with Pelton turbines of 250 MW(e) unit capacity (where
head is greater than 600 m) or reversible Francis pump/turbines of 350 MW(e)
unit capacity (for lower heads). Most existing plants have less than
1000 MW(e)capacity although a plant in Bath County, Virginia, will generate
2000 MW(e) when commissioned (265). Like all large construction projects
underground pumped storage will show some economy of scale and plants are
expected to be of 2000 MW(e) capacity. Storage capacity is seen to be for 8
to 10hours of generation and daily charging with topping on weekends.
Compressed-air storage plants can be of 300 MW(e) capacity (that is, standard
peaking turbines of 90 to 120 MW(e) uncoupled from the compressor train). The
study performed by Acres American for the California Energy Commission (49)
envisioned a plant of 750 MW(e) but it consisted of three units. Although
Huntorf can generate at full power output for only 2 hours, advanced plants
should be capable of 6 to 10 h generation.
Since batteries are built up from very small unit cells which can be mass
produced and site construction requirements are minimal, there is little
economy of scale associated with larger plants. Most studies reviewed in
Section 2.3 have specified 20 MW(e), 100 MW.h(e) plants to obtain a common
basis for comparison among competing cell types and because plants of this
size are suitable for use at substations.
Feedwater and steam storage plant sizes are closely related to the size of
the associated power plant. Steam storage plants of approximately 250 MW(e)
and 10 hours generating have been contemplated. Feedwater storage can be
as high as ±25% of the generating plant capacity, but about 17% seems practical for CANDU conditions (128).
Isotropic flywheels for storing up to 1.8MW.h(e) for short periods are being
designed while fibre-composite rotors of 10 MW.h(e) have been studied for
utility applications. Flywheels for mobile applications which have been
used for many years rarely exceed 5 kW.h(e).
Superconducting magnetic storage plants show very substantial economies of
scale. Unit capital costs scale as E 2 / 3 , where E is the total stored energy
(183,190). Plants of up to 1000 MW(e) capacity and 10 000 MW.h(e) of storage
have been considered by workers at Los Alamos (181) and the University of
Wisconsin (183).
Thermochemical energy storage, particularly for the synthesis gas chemical
heat pipe and SO2/SO3 system (199), approaches the complexity of chemical
plants now producing these chemicals commercially and hence would have to be
of considerable size. Like modern chemical plants, some economy of scale can
be expected. Residential storage systems based on hydration reactions are
being considered for capacities approaching 70 kW.h(t).
Latent heat storage units have generally been considered for commercial and
residential use with storage capacities approaching 200 kW.h(t).
Sensible heat stores show the greatest size range of the storage technologies.
Power ranges between 7 kW for ceramic room heaters to 10 MW(e) for industrial
plants and 20 MW(t) for some district heating schemes. Storage capacities
can be up to 200 kw.h(t) for residential units (245), 168 MW.h(e) for a

-67ooncept evolved for cement plants (257) and 43 GW.h(t) for low-grade heat
for district heating (238).

2.10.2

Energy Density

It is difficult to compare specific storage densities because energy storage
technologies are associated with diverse materials and the form of energy
stored is different. Whereas methods discussed in Sections 2.1 to 2.6 yield
electricity, the others generally yield only thermal energy. Table 11 shows
the energy density of water in a pumped storage reservoir to be low when
compared with other methods, yet it has been exploited commercially for many
years because of the low cost of reservoir storage of an essentially free
material. Batteries do not show a particularly high energy density compared
with thermochemical, latent heat and sensible storage. Batteries, however,
deliver electricity which is more versatile since it can provide motive
power directly. That is, batteries deliver energy at higher availability
(266). For storage of a given energy form, such as heat, energy density is
inversely proportional to the amount of storage material required to satisfy
a particular application. Hence, storage density assumes economic importance
when the storage medium consists of one or more manufactured products. It
also has some bearing on containment cost. , Most of the values in Table 11 are
calculated from data previously cited in this report. Volume density for
flywheels is taken from the review by Kalhammer and Schneider (267). Several
fossil fuels have been included for comparison. Energy densities for these
are standard values used by Statistics Canada (268) to report Canadian energy
flows. For bituminous coal density was assumed to be for bulk coal with some
voids (269).

Table 11.
Storage Method

Efficiency
(

Energy Storage Densities

Mass Energy Density
tw.h/kg)

Volume Energy Density
(kW.h/m3)

Comments

Surface Pumped Storage

70

0.8

0.8

Hydraulic head =
300 m.

Underground Pumped Storage

70

2.7

2.7

Hydraulic head =
1000 m.

163.0

1.1

Based on a saving
of 10 000 kJ/(kW.h)
of premium fuel in
a plant similar to
that at Huntorf.

Compressed Air Storage

Electrochemical Storage
Lead/Acid Batteries
Advanced Aqueous Batteries
Advanced High Temperature
Batteries
Redox System
Feedwater or Steam Storage

Flywheel Energy Storage
Zsotropic
Fibre-epoxy Composite

70
68

50
150

60
200

68
60

120-150
13

200-500
50

70-80

113

86

Based on 1/3 the
enthalpy of water
at 285 C and
6.9 MPa.
Volume density from
Reference 267.

-75
~75

26
60

94
85

99
82

Thermochemical Heat Storage

23-100

100-1000

300-1000

As thermal energy.

Latent Heat Storage

30-100

30-300

30-300

As thermal energy.

Superconducting Magnetic
Energy Storage

18-70
10.7
7.4

For two designs
described by Boom
(182).

Table 11. Energy Storage Densities - continued
Storage Method

Efficiency
(

Mass Energy Density
(W.h/kg)

Volume Energy Density
tkW.h/m3)

Comments

Sensible Heat Storage
Magnesite Brick

up to 100

120

Pressurized Water

up to 1QQ

230

200

Based on the enthalpy
of water at 194*C
and 1.4 MPa.

Water at Atmospheric
Pressure

up to 1Q0

116

111

Based on the enthalpy
of water at 100"C
and 101.3 kPa.

1Q 740

From Reference 268.
Density is 863 kg/m3.

Distillate Oil

25-80*

12 44S

Natural Gas

25-80*

11 489

Bituminous Coal

25-80*

8 140

* High end of range corresponds to use for thermal energy;
low end corresponds to electrical generation or generation
of motive power.

46.1

10.34
7 432

Based on external
dimensions of an
experimental,
residential heating
furnace (240) .

Prom Reference 268.
Density is 0.90 kg/m3.
From Reference 268.
Perry and Chilton (269)
give a range of 673 to
913 kg/m3 for bulk coal
including voids;
913 kg/m3 is used here.
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CAPITAL COSTS FOR ENERGY STORAGE

3.1

METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS

From preceding sections of this review, it can be seen that considerable
effort has been, and continues to be, applied to the development of energy
storage technologies. Relative to commonly used energy sources and carriers
all storage methods suffer from fundamental drawbacks. Storage is not a
source; rather, it entails an energy loss. The inherently low storage density
relative to, for example, hydrocarbons is also a disadvantage. Some of the
energy storage methods require construction of durable, permanent structures
which are costly to build. Others require expensive materials that must be
replaced after 7 to 10 years of service. Since the scientific principles on
which these technologies are based have been known for many years and widely
researched for other applications, it is probable that economics, rather than
scientific breakthrough, will determine future applications of storage. It
is therefore not surprising that, as will be seen in the sections that
follow, a substantial effort has been applied to cost reduction and economic
assessment.
Energy storage is capital intensive. Huntorf is operated with no on-site
personnel (270) while the Ludington pumped storage plant (1800 MW(e)) is
staffed by a complement of 36 persons (271)., Hence operating costs are low.
Efficiency could affect charging costs but technologies being studied have
comparable turnaround efficiencies (about 70%). One exception, superconducting
magnetic energy storage, has higher efficiency (90-95%) while some compressed
air storage schemes have lower efficiency (40-50%). Capital costs can therefore be used to rank energy storage technologies against each other.
The capital cost of storage facilities can be divided into capacity-related
and energy-related components (3,33,267).
Then
C = C + Cg.t
Where:

C

is total specific capital cost ($/kW)

C

is peak power or capacity-related spec
specific capital cost ($/kW)

Cg

is the energy or storage-related specific capital cost ($/kW.h)

t

is time, in hours, that the system can operate at full power
output on a single charge.
This type ot breakdown is useful for comparing storage technologies with
different characteristics. For example, a high C s component indicates shortterm storage (i.e., daily). Conversely, seasonal storage is viable only if
C s is very small. Isolation of the power cost is also useful since in many
instances the power generation equipment is conventional and its cost is
well known. Examples of this are pumped hydro, compressed air and steam
storage.
Care must be exercised in comparing cost values from different studies
since different accounting bases are used. In the sections that follow an
effort has been made to put the different estimates on a common basis. Where
this could not be done the estimate was either rejected or the exception was
noted.
The following items have been included:
Direct Capital

-

Indirect Capital

-

equipment
construction
installation
land costs and access
contingency
engineering and administration

-71Where contingency and indirects are a percentage of the tot.il of other cost
items, it has been given the same value for a particular technology.
Excluded costs are:
-

fees, permits, taxss

-

spare parts or units

-

allowance for funds during construction (AFDC)
potential economic credits

-

commissioning costs and credits.

Potential economic credits includes items such as saving wear on thermal
peaking plants, fossil fuel savings because of inefficiencies of plants
operated at part load and advantages accruing from grid stabilization because
of fast response. Many assessments have been performed in the United States
for EPRI and DOE. Hence, estimates in U.S. funds have been converted at
$1 US = $1.15 Cdn. Dollar values have been adjusted to first quarter 1980
dollars using the index of Gross National Expenditure (GNE) which reflects
a wide range of goods and services (272).
Although capital costs are useful for ranking energy storage technologies
amongst themselves, lifetime energy costs or present worth must be calculated
if energy storage is to be compared with, say, alternative generation. This
requires several further assumptions such as cost of money and fuel price
escalation among others and will be considered in Section 4.
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3.2
3.2.1

COST OF PUMPED HYDRAULIC STORAGE
Surface Pumped Storage

Component costs for surface pumped storage used by Acres Consultants (3) are
presented in Table 12. These are based on previous studies by Acres American
and are in general agreement with factors identified by Loane in the PSE&G
study (43) for plants built between 1963 and 1974. The largest single account
is for reservoir and dam construction which highlights the importance of
site characteristics. Reservoir and dam cost is the storage component, C s ,
while that for balance of plant is Cp. Table 13 lists costs for plants built
in the United States between 1963 an§ 1975. One plant, Racoon Mountain,
listed by previous workers (3,43) has been omitted because construction delays
will have distorted the cost given (271). Taum Sauk and Seneca have been
considered atypical (3) because Taum Sauk was the first plant of its kind and
Seneca had some unusual features which increased the cost.
Four pumped storage plants have been commissioned since the PSE&G study, but
only two of these are "pure" pumped storage (some plants are also used for
irrigation or flood control) and there is insufficient cost data (271) to
allow inclusion in Table 13. (Fairfield, a "pure" pumped storage plant
on-line in 1978, had a capital cost of $596/kW(e) (20).)
Acres (3) estimated a capital cost range of $228/kW(e) to $504/kW(e) with 8
hours storage, consisting of Cp=$211 to $292/kW(e) and Cs=$3.5 to $29/(kW.h(e))
In one study Ontario Hydro investigated two sites, one capable of development
for up to 2000 MW(e) and the other capable of 405 MW(e) (15). Earlier studies
(273) considered various hydraulic generating plants in the Niagara area
including generation inland from the Niagara River which would incorporate
some storage. Schemes of this type would be considered when the plants that
now exist on the Niagara River approach the end of their useful lives. The
estimate included in Table 13 as OH Niagara was for a pumped storage plant
for daily cycling built well inland and independent from Niagara River
stations. Construction of the long power canal leads to a very high capital
cost. All of the cost is, however, due to C p since using Lake Erie for the
headpond would render a very small component cost for storage, C g . This may
well be one of the few areas where seasonal pumped storage could be contemplated. (The existing level of Lake Erie would not be significantly affected
since annual variation is approximately 50 cm between the low in February
and the high in June (274); the quantity of water is sufficient to transfer
about 14 000 MW(e) for 4 or 5 months between Lakes Erie and Ontario.)

3.2.2

Underground Pumped Storage

Unlike surface pumped storage, no underground pumped storage plants have been
built and there is no body of previous costing experience which can be examined.
Components are, however, similar to those used in surface storage plants.
Also, excavation for the underground reservoir is similar to mining experience.
Differences lie in greater stresses both on turbomachinery and the rock
structure. Table 14 lists cost elements (38) . The lower reservoir alone
contributes 36% to total cost (according to Acres (3), the cost for excavating
the lower reservoir could be between 30 and 50 percent of total cost).
Table 15 gives capital costs of underground pumped storage plants taken from
several detailed assessments. One trend that can be discerned is a tendency
towards higher estimates in the more recent studies. The effect of scale can
be seen in Main's (45) last two entries and the estimates made by Ontario
Hydro (7). The second entries in both the Main (45) estimate and that of
Allis-Chalmers (42) show increased storage costs because of the intermediate
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Table 12. Distribution of Surface Pumped
Storage Direct Costs
Cost Account
Land and Land Sights

Percentage Cost
2

Power Plant Structures

13

Reservoirs and Dans

25

Waterways

19

Turbines and Generators

22

Accessory Electrical Equipment

5

Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment

2

Permanent Access

2

Direct Cost
Engineering and Administration
Total Capital Cost

(Adapted from Reference 3)

90
10
100

Table 13.

Nominal
Head
Plant Name
Taum Sauk
Yards Creek
Muddy Run
Cabin Creek
Seneca
Northfield Mtn.
Blenheim-Gllboa
Ludington
Jocassee
Bear Swamp
Acres
OH Site 1

(m)
?.4l
220

na
353
226
235
334

100
95

Capital Cost of Surface Pumped Storage Plants

Capacity
MW(e)
Hours

350
330
855
280
380
1000
1030
1675

7.7
8.75
14.25
5.85

11.2
8.5
11.6

220

625
540

9
94
5.6

-

-

8

274

500
500

8(8 pumping)
8(11 pumping)

2000
2000

8(8 pumping)
8(11 pumping)

Power
($/kW(e))

295
253
241
231

347
343
186
234
219
263
202-280

OH Site 2

129

405

8

-

OH Niagara

100

1031

8

-

* First quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.

Capital Cost*
Total
Storage
($/(kW.h(e))) (S/kW(e))

18.4
6.6
22.2
21.3
11.8
3.2

6.4
15.7
1.2

.

437

Reference

45

312
291
356
479
273
262

374

24.0

341
396

3.4-28.0

228-504

_
-

431
465
335

-

1030

3
15

387
442
273

-75chamber and increased overall costs because of the intermediate generator.
Both studies show higher cost for tandem units because multi-stage pump/
Pelton turbines (3-machine configuration) can be made to a maximum capacity
of 250 MW(e) while reversible pump/turbines can be up to 350 MW(e) per unit.
There is little difference between the estimates of Chas. T. Main and those
of Allis-Chalmers. Comparing the costs of surface and underground pumped
storage plants shows the latter to be about 25% more expensive. However, the
storage component is similar in both cases because of the higher head possible
with underground pumped storage. Most of the increase lies in the capacity
component, C p . Part of this is due to shafts (3 are needed - penstock, vent,,
cable-access) and partly due to machinery required for the forces induced by
the higher head.

Table 14.

Distribution of Underground Pumped Storage Direct Costs

Cost Account
Land and Land Rights

Percentage Cost
•

0.4

Power Plant Structures

11. 7

Reservoirs and Dams

39.6

Waterways

10.1

Turbines and Generators

19.2

Accessory Electrical Equipment

5.0

Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment

2.4

Permanent Access

O.i

Direct Cost

89.3

Engineering and Administration
Total Capital Cost
(Adapted from Reference 38)

10.7
100.0

Table 15. Underground Pumped Storage - Capital Cost Estimates

Study
(Date)

(m)
Acres American
(1976.04)
PSESG
(1976.06)
Acres American
(1976.12)
Harza Eng.
(1977.03)
Chas T. Main
(1978.11)

Ca acity
Hours

Nominal
Head
MW(e)
1000

10

_

489

769-1230

1000

10

—

473

10

—

375
411-502

1070
1340(2-drop)

2000

10

-

1200(multi)
1200(2-drop)
1200(tandem)
1500(milti)
900(multi)
1200(nulti)
1200(multi)

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2700
1300

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

321
331
364
336
330
298
367

625
625

8
16

_
-

2500
2500

1200(multi)
1200(2-drop)
1200(tandem)

2000
2000
2000

10
10
10

Acres
(1979.12)

610 (1-drop)
792 (1-drop)

500
200

8
8

HSH.031

1520(2-drop)

666

10

(1979.09)

Allis-Chalmers
(1978)

Capital Cost*
Storage Cost
Total
($/(kW.h(e))) ($/kW(e))

900

—

OH

Power Cost
($/kW(e))

8(11 pumping
8(8 pumping)

* First quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.
multi
« multistage pump-turbine (reversible, 1-drop)
2-drop - intermediate reservoir, single stage reversible
tandem - Pelton turbine and multistage pump, 1-drop

347
350
392

Reference

45

15.0
15.7
15.0
12.4
19.2
14.8
15.1

471
487
514
461
521
447
519

45

667
906
317
450

6

—
15.6
17.2
15.6

503
522
548

42

17.5-35

351-702

15.3

481

I

3

211-421

328

63

3.3

COST OF COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE

The generation component of compressed air storage plants is not much different from conventional gas turbine units. Self-synchronizing clutches are
required on the shaft at each side of the motor/generator. Although these
are mechanically intricate, they have been used in smaller sizes in marine
and power generation applications and apparently successful full-size units
are installed at Huntorf (60). Pressure of 4-6 MPa is beyond conventional
gas turbine experience and therefore modified high-pressure combustion chamber
and turbine are required but no serious problems were reported in modifying
the sets for Huntorf. Hence estimates of Cp should bo reliable.
Kartsounes and Kim (275) have reported that the cost of a water-compensated
storage cavern can comprise 26%-46% of the capital cost compared with 16%-31%
for turbomachinery. Salt caverns are about 75% as costly while aquifer air
storage cost might be one half that of hard rock caverns.
Table 16 shows capital cost estimates from the literature. Many plant configurations are possible and lowest initial cost would not predominate in an
optimized site-specific design. Early studies (276,43,76) generally expressed
a lack of sufficient information to generate reliable cost data. Estimates
were published in 1977 by Ontario Hydro (277) and by Hill and McMillan (278).
Acres American performed a detailed analysis and search for sites in California
(49) and Acres Consultants Limited performed" a general assessment for possible
application by Canadian utilities (3). Schulte and Reilly (279) compared
several plant designs on a common basis. These were taken from studies by
Glendenning (79), Knutsen (280) and Plynn and Nash-Webber (281). Driggs (77)
compared the cost of adiabatic compressed air storage plants with a plant
design evolved by the Potomac Electric Power Company for a plant similar to
Huntorf but with exhaust heat recuperation. A Huntorf-type plant with
recuperation shows lowest first cost but fuel-savings from storing some
of the compression heat might prove more economical over the plant life.
Total cost of Huntorf has been reported to be $400/kW (282) but no breakdown
between C and C is available. Hence for generation for 8 to 10 hours, Huntorf
costs wou?d fallswell within the range of values in Table 16.
Considering estimates computed since 1978, there is close agreement between
"conventional" compressed air storage with recuperators. The four constant
pressure systems (water-compensated hard rock caverns) have a cost spread of
$33/kW(e) for total specific cost. A similar spread is obtained with systems
using aquifer storage. For compressed air storage with thermal storage, C_
v
lies between $374/kW(e) and $428/kW(e) if the anomalously high value of
$715/kW(e) is ignored. Some caution is in order since not all estimates are
independent. However, the CEGB estimates (79,283) are indpendent of the
others.
Table 17 shows cost estimates for thermal storage units which have been
proposed for advanced schemes. Hamilton's work (284) shows that above ground
heat storage is expensive (bed sizes of 35 m x 55 m for 44 h generation and
26 m x 34 m for 12 h generation) and that specific cost of storage increases
or remains constant with larger beds. Steel containment is more costly than
concrete. Underground thermal storage is least costly and shows some economy
of scale. Kreid and McKinnon (285) studied thermal storage in several media
and showed that underground pebble beds and hot water are least expensive.
All but the pebble bed and aquifer systems require heat exchangers. Hot oil
has the advantage of low vapour pressure at elevated temperatures but it
represented the largest single component of the thermal storage system cost.
Problems associated with fusible salts include corrosion, degradation and
lack of engineering experience but Kreid and McKinnon found that cost of
material alone made them only marginally competitive.

Table 16.

Study (year)

Capacity
paclt
MW(e)

Capital Cost of Compressed Air Storage Plants

Power
$/kH(e) '

Capital Cost*
Storage
I Total

($/(kW.h(e))>j $/kW(e)
14.4

Description/Comments

L50

8

340

PSESG (1976)

-

8

170-357

Stephens (1976)

-

8

169

290

8

200

280

Constant volume rock cavern, no recuperator.

290

8

208

1.56

220

Aquifer air storage, exhaust recuperation.

290

8

208

5.62+1.25

263

Salt cavern, recuperator, thermal storage
($1.25/(kW.h)).

290

8

207

1.56+1.25

231

Aquifer air storage, recuperator, thermal
storage ($1.25/(fcW,h)).

10

208

3.55

244

Constant pressure rock cavern, 40 MPa,
recuperator.

10

294

9.74+1.00

395

Constant pressure rock cavern, no
recuperator, thermal storage in hot water.

-

-

322

322

Conventional gas turbine unit.

.05

20

323

4.86

420

Aquifer air storage (3 units).

3.24

360

Constant pressure hard rock cavern (3 units).

GE (1976)

Ontario Hydro (1977)

Hill & McMillan (1977)

Acres American Ltd. (1978)

6.8-51

9.2
10

-

Reference

455

276

211-765

Tentative, reliable cost data not available.

43-

208-274

Preliminary estimate, with heat storage.

76

750

20

296

Acres Consultants Ltd. (1979)

250

8

280-336

Shulte & Reilly (197S)

220

8

283

5.53

326

Huntorf type with exhaust recuperator
(CEGB design).

750

20

296

2.55

359

Huntorf type with exhaust recuperator
(designed by Knutsen).

750

20

333

2.55+1.35

423

Thermal storage unit replaces aftercooler
(designed by Knutsen).

750

20

326

3.81+1.78

438

Thermal storage unit replaces first intercooler
(designed by Knutsen).

5.6-14.6

325-452

Range based on constant pressure hard rock (low)
and aquifer storage (high); both with exhaust
recuperators.

277

278

oo

3

279

Table 16.

Capital Cost*
Power
Storage
$/kW(f») ($/(kW.h(e))>

Study (year)

Shulte * Keilly (1979) contort

Driggs (1980)

continued

Total
$/kW(e)

Descrlptlon/Conoents

275

8

284

4.15+7.07

374

Thermal storage unit replaces second
lntercooler (CEGB design).

750

20

470

6.52+5.72

715

Thernal storage unit replaces one
lntercooler and af tercooler (Knutsen).

267

8

248

7.84+9.84

390

Thermal storage unit replaces one
lntercooler and aftercooler (MIT).

750

-

228

-

228

Gas turbine unit (costed by Knutsen).

800

8.3

445

9.5+10.1

608

Iron-oxide pellets for underground
heat storage.

800

10

445

9.3+9.4

632

Iron oxide pellets for underground,
heat storage.

900

10

366

7.4

440

Comparison plant, Huntorf type with
recuperator designed by Potomac
Electric Company.

* Fir«t quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.

Reference
279

77

I

Table 17. Cost of Thermal Storage Units for Compressed Air Storage Plants
Capacity
MW(e)
h

Description
Aboveground, concrete vessel, rock fill
Aboveground, concrete vessel, pebble bed
Aboveground, steel vessel, rock fill
Aboveground, steel vessel, pebble bed
Aboveground, concrete vessel, rock fill
Aboveground, steel vessel, rock fill
Underground, rock fill
Underground, rock fill
Abandoned mine, rock fill
•
Abandoned mine, rock fill

73
73
73
73
200
200
73
200
73
200

12
12
12
12
44
44

Aboveground, pebble bed
Underground, pebble bed
Hot water

200

10
10

200

Hot oil
Fusible salts
Aquifers

200
200
200
200

Underground,
Underground,
Underground,
Underground,
Underground,
Underground,

800
800
800
800
800
800

iron oxide pellets
rock fill
pebble bed
iron oxide pellets
rock fill
pebble bed

* First quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.

12
44
12
44

10

10
10
10

S.3
8.3
8.3

10
10
10

$xlO6

$/(kW.h(e)>

Reference

9.5

10.8
20.8
14.7
26.3
10.5
21.6
5.6
1.9
2.1
0.7

282

20-24.5
4.0
3.3-4.6
6.5-6.9
4.2-11.6
4.1

283

18.2
12. g
23.0
92.5
190.4

4.9
16.3

1.8
6.1
41-49

8.0
6.7-10.1
13.3-16.0
8.6-31.4
63.4
63.9
127.4
74.9
71.4
149.0

9.5
9.6
19.2
9.4
8.9
18.6

77

o
I

-81Aquifer thermal storage costs were computed as the difference between those
for storing cool air and those for storing hot air. Glendenning (283) prefers
above-ground pressure vessels with Norton Denstone packing for thermal storage
using concrete pressure-vessel technology developed for the British nuclear
industry.
Agreement exists both on the costs and effectiveness of compressed air storage
with exhaust recuperation. Controversy exists concerning the method of heat
storage and its effectiveness. Underground pressure containment requires that
the thermal storage unit be built at about the same depth as the air storage
cavern. Hence long ducts (500 to 1000 m) operated at high temperature and
pressure would be required. Since this is beyond established engineering
practice, Glendenning (79,283) studied only surface structures for thermal
energy storage. He found that the cost of prestressed concrete pressure
vessels was about 30% the cost of equivalent steel containment. Hamilton
(284) substituted granite pebbles for commercial refractory and, using
Glendenning1s cost equations (283), found several schemes using underground
cavities and abandoned mines to be more cost-effective than surface pressure
vessels.
The effectiveness of thermal storage for saving fuel must also be resolved.
Ontario Hydro (6) reported that compressed air storage might be competitve
in their system only if compression heat could be stored. Kreid and McKinnon
(285) indicated that fuel savings were insufficient to justify the greater
cost of machinery (higher air flows) and the cost of additional compression
energy. As will be seen in Section 4, if capital costs for near-adiabatic
compressed air storage have been assessed accurately, a large economic benefit
results from minimizing turbine fuel.
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COST OF ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE

A utility battery storage plant requires several components besides the
batteries themselves. These include grid interface equipment such as AC/DC
and DC/AC converters, power conditioning equipment and transformers. The
battery units require cooling systems, safety systems and a building or
enclosure. Maintenance areas and equipment for handling modules such as
hoists and trolleys are needed. Routine control is from the load dispatch
centre but some monitoring and diagnostic instrumentation is required on-site.
Electric Power Research Institute guidelines mentioned in Section 2.3.2
include an energy cost of $36/(kW.h(e)) and a power cost of $108/kW(e) as a
minimum acceptable target for plants capable of storing 100 MW.h(e) and
generating at 20 MW(e). The storage component of cost is the cell or unit
module and supporting hardware. All battery systems being considered for
utility applications require cooling which is a power-related cost. Power
conditioning and conversion equipment are also power-related costs.
The results of several cost studies are presented in Table 18. Of the three
entries for lead/acid batteries (84,100,286) only the last is for complete
plants. Using cost information from major battery manufacturers, Bechtel
estimated installed costs for several plant configurations. Cost values in
parentheses indicate what might be obtained .for a production plant. Cells
cost about 63% of C s , the rest being for support and electrical hardware.
Costs for most of the advanced battery systems entered in Table 18 (92,93,99,
102,287-292) have been computed on the assumption that they can be produced
from manufacturing plants (not now in existence) supplying a market of
1000 or 2500 MW.h(e) per year. Selling price f.o.b. factory is usually
quoted for unit battery modules. Hence costs for power equipment, land,
enclosure and cell hardware are excluded. One exception is the complementary
studies for lithium-alloy/iron sulphide batteries (99,289,291). In the
assessment by A.D. Little (292) Cp of $115/kW(e) is mentioned, but no details
are given.
Many technological uncertainties require resolution before more accurate
battery costs can be estimated. For example, the cost of zinc/bromine
batteries is very sensitive to discharge capacity; entries from the study by
Gould Inc. (93) represent 2000 and 3000 A.h/m2. To achieve this a generation
period greater than the 5-hour design discharge may be required since the
practical upper limit of current density is 400-500 A/m . Uncertainty in
the values quoted for sodium/sulphur batteries is due to uncertainty in the
availability of (3-alumina and sintering apparatus to fabricate it. Typically,
360 000 unit cells are needed for a 100 MW.h(e) plant; only 103 full-size
cells have been produced to date (102). Problems have been encountered in
fabricating battery units of 58 kW.h(e) storage capacity that behave in the
manner expected from unit zinc/chlorine cells. This has led to redesign
for 45 fcW.h(e) which increases the number of modules required for a 100MW.h(e)
plant by 29% (92). The greatest uncertainty appears to be whether or not adequate
performance characteristics, and particularly service life, can be achieved
by the systems for which costs have been estimated (292).
One conclusion that these cost studies have reached is that the cost of
materials entering the battery manufacturing plant for some systems is
between 80% and 90% of the battery selling price (93,99). This indicates
that substitution of cheaper materials may reduce costs but manufacturing or
configurational optimization will have little effect.
It can be seen from data in Table 18 that the power cost, Cp, is generally
lower than that for pumped and compressed air storage plants. The storage
capital costs, however, are substantially higher in spite of the greater
relative amount of shop work as opposed to a large construction component.
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This is because battery storage is the first technology, of those rsviwed
thus far in Section 3, that employs considerable amounts of materials
other than water, air, concrete and steel. Overall the capital cost of
battery plants is greater than pumped storage and compressed air storage
and the expected useful service life is considerably shorter, at least for
the cells. Hence service-life costs for battery storage can be expected to
be higher than for the other storage methods. This is addressed in Section 4
where the variable service lives are put on a comparable basis.
It has been stated (Section 2.3) that batteries are suitable for use at subgrid levels because there is little economy of scale with larger plants.
Load levelling can then be practiced over transmission facilities as well as
generating stations. Johnson and Hynds (286) studied the use of lead/acid
batteries for economic deferral of transmission and distribution facilities
in the area serviced by the Public Service Electric and Gas Company of New
Jersey, but found no situations or sites where this strategy could be
employed.

3.5

COST OF FEEDWATER AND STEAM STORAGE

Some cost factors that can be identified for feedwater storage include the
storage vessel, piping, pumps, valves, deaerators and that portion of the
turbine/generator, condenser and feedwater heaters in excess of what would
otherwise be required by the generating plant. A demineralization circuit
may be required to maintain adequate feedwater purity. If a storage medium
other than the feedwater is used, e.g. oil, additional oil tanks, heat
exchangers and the cost of the medium itself must be included. Capacity
cost is related to additional turbine rating while storage cost covers the
storage vessel. Strictly speaking, pumps, valves and heat exchangers are
power-related items but they would not be expected to be a large part of
the capital cost. For the steam storage concept cost breakdown would be
similar except that a separate turbine/generator would require additional
building space or a separate building.
Ontario Hydro (128) found that underground works for feedwater storage
represented over 60% of total cost. A detailed breakdown is presented in
Table 19.
Cahn and Nicholson (138,140) advocated using petroleum-derived hydrocarbon
oil because special-purpose high temperature organic fluids such as
terphenyls were deemed too costly. Oils must be kept under inert atmosphere
to prevent decomposition and fire. The cost of the 106 520 nW (670 000
barrels) of oil needed would also be considerable.
Cost for feedwater or steam storage from several studies are listed in
Table 20. Considerable variation can be seen in the estimates for both
power and energy components. Estimates by Gilli and co-workers (129) are
very low while those by GE (134) are high. Feedwater storage should have
lower Cp than steam storage and this is reflected in both the Gilli(129) and the
Ontario Hydro (6,128) studies. Acres (3) estimated a range of 522 to
$78/(kW.h(e)) for C s and $515 to $605/kW(e) for C p , whereas the range given
by Ridgway and Dooley (293) for Cp, $548 to $747/kW(e), is slightly higher
but C s is is lower at S18/(kW.h(e)).
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Table 18.
Performer/Sponsor
(Battery Type)

Capital Cost of Electrochemical Energy Storage

Capacity

MW

1 h

ESB Inc./EPRI
(Pb/H 2 SO 4 )

10

10
3
5

PSE&G/ERDA
(Pb/H 2 SO 4 )

85

Bechtel/DOE
(Pb/H 2 SO 4 )

20

20
20

Cycles

Area
Density
(kW.h/m2)

Power
($/kW)

311
11.5

241(127)
239(126)
240(126)
240(126)
234(120)
237(123)
231(118)
236(122)
230(166)

20

5

20

3

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

EDA Inc./EPRI
(Zn/Cl 2 )

20

5

1500

Gould Inc./EPRI
(Zn/Br 2 )

20
20

5
5

General Electric Co./
DOE (Zn/Br 2 )

10
10
10

6
6
10

General Electric Co./
EPRI (Na/S)

-

-

1500

ESB Inc./EPRI
(Na/SbCl2)

20

5

500

Rockwell/ANL
(LiAl/FeS 2 or
Li"=t/'eS2)

20

5

ANL (LiAl/FeS, or
LiSi/FeS 2 )

20

5

United Technologies/
ANL (LiAl/FeS or
LiSi/FeSj)

20

5

120

20
20
20
20

5
5
5

115
115
115
115

A.D. Little/EPRI
(Na/S)
(Na/SbCl,)
(Li/FeS) J
(Zn/Cl 2 )

5
3
5
5

20
20
20

3
5
3

5

* First quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.

Total
(S/kW)

89.3(42)
93.6(43)
105.1(47)

2500
2000
2000
2000

20
20
20

Cost*
Storage
($/(kW.h))

7.2
13.6
16.2
12.2
22.9
15.7
15.9
11.1

201

53

183(135)
261(184)
184(135)
153(130)
180(151)
149(126)
176(147)
156(133)
184(155)
54

576
1156(802)
1022(678)
1160(801)
1005(776)
774(573)
982(753)
759(559)
1016(787)
782(581)

471

95-135
58-79
199
121
83
117-160
(102-120)
57

27-45,37-74

54

43

51.81
57.02
49.35
50.21

410

436
362

402
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Industry Size
MW(e).a" 1
1000

Comments

Reference

Batteries only, including transportation and installation costs.
Numbers in parentheses for replacement cells including credit for
lead recycle.

100

Installed; cost estimate provided
by ERDA.

286

1 Air-cooled open tank.
Water cooled.
>Sealed cells, single level.
>Sealed cells, tiered.

Numbers In parentheses for mature
plants, others for demonstration
plant. Area density is for
total piant area. In first entry,
cost of cells is $121, balance
for other storage-related items.

(Weatherized modules.

92

1000

2500
2500
1500
1500
1500
2500

F.O.B. factory, battery units oaly.

287
Possible with advanced technology.
Possible with advanced technology.
Figure in parenthesis may be achievable by further cost reduction.

1000

2500
2500
2500
2500

102

288

2500

2500

93

Storage components except cells, 2 designs.

Cells only.

289,290

99

Power components.

291

Comparison of costs for truck - transportable modules f.o.b. factory
except for Li/FeS which is for unit cells. Comparison of estimates
by EPRI contractors placed on a comparable basis. Na/S - Genera1.
Electric, Na/SbCl 3 - ESB Incorporated, Li/FeS - Atomics Internationa
Division of Rockwell International, Zn/Cl - F-neroy nevelopment
Associates. (These estimates are also given above as calculated
from contractors reports. Those estimates are not comparable u
these because the estimate by General Electric includes other st. n g e related components and because of design changes, for example, in the
Zn/Cl, battery module,.)

292
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Table 19.

Distribution of Feedwater
Storage Plant Costs

Cost Account

Percentage Cost

Cavern

38

Tanks

23

Feedwater Heating

9

Incremental Turbine/Generator Cost

7

Instrumentation and Control

3

Compressors and Auxiliaries

13

Pumps

4

De-aerator

1

Piping

2
Total Direct Cost

(Adapted from Reference 128)

100

Table 20.

Capital Cost of Feedwater and Steam .Storage

Power
($/kW<e»

Capital Cost*
storage
($/(JcH,h(e)))

Total
($/kW (e))

Performer/
Sponsor

Capacity
MW(e? [ h

Exxon Corp.

260

10

311 (391)

18

491 (571)

Feedwater, hot oil. Number in
parentheses is value without
credit for larger condenser.

140

1000

10

367-546

18

548-747

Steam, underground cavern. Of
Cp, $51 is underground related
and balance above-ground related.

293

200

310

50

360

Steam, above-ground. For longer
generation time, number of
vesselsds increased.

129

300

310

43

353

300

122

43

165

Above-ground,greater capacity
main plant turbine.

8
8
8
8
16
16
13
13

494
371
749
602
622
494
478
359

Feedwater stored underground in
thin-walled steel tanks with
pressurized air for stresstransfer to rock wall and for
insulation. Alternate values
for single unit and four
units at the same plant. Main
plant is 1200 MW(e) CANDU.

8
8
8
8
16
16
13
13

640
501
502
458
746
685
624
573

Steam stored as above. Alternate
values for single unit and four
units.

RSD Associates

Gilli/DOE

Ontario Hydro

84
336
84
336

84
336
84
336
395
1580

395
1580

395
1580

395
1580

Description

Reference

above-ground steam, separate
. turbine."

6, 128

Table 20. ' continued
Power

Caoital Cost*
Storage

Performer/
Sponsor

Capacity
MW(e)I h

General Electric/
EPRI

170

6

456

76

912

Feedwater,above-ground Prestressed cast iron vessel.

120

6

432

76

888

Feedwater, above-ground prestressed concrete pressure
vessel.

120

6

432

16S

1422

400

6

567

25 .

717

Variable pressure, underground concrete stress-transfer
liner.

120

6

583

16

679

Feedwater, underground air
stress-transfer liner.

400

6

426

26

582

Flash evaporation, underground
air stress-transfer.

4C0

6

747

11

812

Feedwater, aquifer storage.

22

662

Feedwater, oil storage.

27

635

Steam, oil/rock storage.

-1224

Oil/molten salt storage.

($/lkw.h(en

170

6

530

400

6

473

400

6

-

400

6

439

400

6

* First quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.

•••

Total
C$/kW(e»

62

811

>146

-1311

Description

Reference
132,134

Feedwater,above-ground steel
pressure vessel.

Rock/molten salt storage.
Phase-change materials.

CO
CO
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COST OF FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE

A complete flywheel storage system must include rotor, hub and shaft; power
transmission hardware, motor/generator and power conditioning equipment;
low-loss bearings and a support structure; vacuum housing and containment.
Motor/generator, transmission and power conditioning equipment are powerrelated while all other components are storage-related.
Although rotor cost dominates flywheel technology economics (160) , magnetic
bearings at about $15 000 for a 10 kW.h machine (294) could add substantially
to first costs. Magnetic bearings are not fully developed (294), however,
and ball bearings, sometimes with magnetic unloading* are assumed in the cost
studies presented in Table 21. An analogy can be drawn between flywheel
storage and centrifuge enrichment of uranium for both rotor materials and
bearing design, but no technology transfer is apparent. Toland (148)
estimated the rotor material costs listed in Table 21 which show that carbon
fibre material is too costly for serious consideration. Brobeck's (161)
estimate for a 2.5 MW machine seems to be optimistic when compared with volume production of smaller machines (also estimated by Brobeck) (167) but is
close to the lower limit of the estimate by Acres (3). For residentialsized flywheel systems (5-10 kW) the specific cost increases with larger
sizes.
Few reliable estimates of long duration (several hours) flywheel energy
storage exist. Those given in Table 21 indicate that with currently available
materials, cost-effective storage systems are not possible.

3.7

COST OF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE

Cost estimates for superconducting magnetic energy storage have been published
by workers at Los Alamos (181,295) and the University of Wisconsin (183).
The United States Department of Energy, as the main sponsor, commissioned
A.D. Little Incorporated to review the superconducting magnetic energy
storage research and development program (176). This section is based on
their findings. Component costs for a superconducting magnetic energy
storage plant are listed in Table 22. The coil and conductors contribute
approximately 27% to total capital cost. It is doubtful that the cost could
be reduced substantially since the superconductor cost is a function of
niobium costs and large amounts are needed (for a 1000 MW.h(e) plant about
3 times current annual Nb production would be needed (176)). High purity
aluminum conductor (99.999%) requires special processing methods which are
expensive. The dewar is assumed to be thick aluminum which is less expensive
than stainless steel (but some welding development is required). For a
1000 MW(e) plant with sufficient storage for 10 h of generation, C p was
found to be between $92/kW(e) and $123/kW(e). Storage cost, C s , was estimated
to be between $55/(kW.h(e)) and $125/(kW.h.(e)).
Technological uncertainties such as weldability of aluminum, fabrication of
conductors in the field, avoidance of large leaks of superfluid helium and
the existence of large magnetic fields at considerable altitude above the
plant still need to be resolved. Because of this, it seems likely that the
upper end of the cost range will be approached. Cost comparison with
technologies discussed in Sections 3.2 - 3.6 shows that a superconducting
magnetic storage plant is expensive even in large plants with substantial
benefit of scale.

Table 21.

Capacity
Description

kH

E-glass/epoxy
E-glass/epoxy

5
10

General estimate of
possible cost range

* First quarter 1980 Canadian Hollars.

89

19
33
93
245

131

482

1244
2283

106-129

146-246

Reference

Cost of rotor materials only.

143

Underground containment, 3Z engineering
costs» no contingency allowance.
Magnetically unloaded bearings.

ig^

i

2500

Consents

I

E-glass/epoxy

Total

I

-

l l l

1

h

Capital Cost*
Storage
($/(kH.h))

I

E-gl*ss/epoxy
S2-glass/epoxy
Kevl«r/epoxy
HS-graphite/epoxy

Power

Cost of Flywheels for Energy Storage

Magnetically unloaded bearings. Magnetic
coupling to avoid vacuum seals. Based
on production of 10 units per year.
Values are for production costs, selling
.price would be higher.
Assumes cost reduction achieved by
R&D. Current cost was estimated to
be about an order of magnitude greater.

157

o
I

3
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Table 22: Component Costs for
Superconducting Magnetic
Energy Storage
Cost Account

Percentage Cost

Conductors and Coil

29

Dewar and Structural Support

22

Excavation

24

Cryogenic System

6

Power Conversion

14

Helium

(Adapted from Reference 176)

4
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COST OF THERMOCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE

Costs for chemical heat storage have been estimated by Rocket Research Corporation (197) and Gilbert Associates (199,200). Recently Acres Consultants
in cooperation with Noranda Research and the University of Toronto surveyed
systems for chemical heat storage for Canadian applications (195). Estimates
from the previous studies were consolidated on an equivalent basis. It was
found that of the many reactions that could be used for storage, only 5 are
potentially economic for daily storage applications.
Table 23, based on the work of Acres, shows cost estimates for 4 high temperature systems and 5 low temperature systems. The estimates are based on
thermal energy stored, so for the high temperature systems conversion to
electricity would add about 200% to the storage component and the cost of
generation facilities to the power component. Hence thermochemical energy
storage is not competitive for utility applications.
The sulphuric acid and sodium sulphide reactions listed at 100% efficiency
assume that the latent heat of water from the reactions is saved in a ground
heat store. The efficiency of ground stores is not known-, so for sulphuric
acid dilution true efficiency will be between 23% and 100%. For the sodium
sulphide reaction the efficiency lies between 30% and 100%. The hot water
systems have been included for comparison, but it is readily apparent that
they deliver heat at lowest overall cost.
Charging energy at a minimum of 90*C is required for the low temperature
systems. Power plant waste heat is thus not available. If a distribution
system were in place potential heat sources could be CANDU moderator waste
heat, provided that the Atomic Energy Control Board does not demand a
reduction in moderator temperature, or hot water from a cogenerating station.
At any rate, hot water storage would probably be chosen rather than a chemical
reaction system.

Table 23.

Capital Cost of Thermochemical Energy Storage
Capital Cost*'
Total 1.
Storage
(S/(kW.h(t))) ($/kW(t))

Endothermic
Temperature (* C)

Efficiency

Power
($/kW(t))

2SO2 + 0 2 = 2SO3

800

0.44

785

CaO + H 2 0 = Ca(OH) 2

500

0.62

137

1.3

150

MgO + H 2 O = Mg(OH) 2

275

0.59

137

2.7

164

275

0.57

425

26.7

692

Reaction

NH 3 + NH,
H 2 SO 4 + H 2 O = H 2 SO 4 .H 2 O

90-162

0.232'

81

1595

58

7.0

128

3

58

1.9

77

3

10

90

H 2 0 (Pressurized)
H 2 0 (Atmospheric Pressure)

~1.00 '

90

~1.00 '

58

1.4

72

176

0.96

22

4.3

65

90

0.75

43

2.2

65

(Adapted from Reference 195)
* First quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.
Notes: 1. Heat generation for 10 h.
2. Latent heat of water condensation lost.
3. All latent heat of water condensation assumed stored in ground and recovered.
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COST OF LATENT HEAT STORAGE

Pew estimates of system costs have been made for latent heat storage.
Schroeder (219) found that even if costs could be reduced by an order of
magnitude latent heat systems could not be used economically for seasonal
storage. He concluded that, as has been stated earlier, system cost is
directly proportional to the annual throughput of useful energy per unit of
storage capacity. Hence smaller systems with repeated short-term storage are
favoured over large systems used for seasonal storage.
The Glauber Salt (NajSOa.lOHoO) trays being developed by Saskatchewan
Minerals (220) for residential solar applications are expected to retail
for 94.30 each. To cover the coldest winter day, 300 trays costing $1290 are
needed to provide 65% of heating requirements. (This is very close to
$l/ft* of house area excluding installation and auxiliary hardware and some
additional heating facility would still be required.)
Frysinger (221) estimated a chub system (sausage-shaped units containing a
Glauber Salt-based medium with a plastic film casing) for either heating or
cooling could be installed for $10.48/(kW.h(t)).
The Institute of Gas Technology (296-298) found capacity cost of salts alone
to be between $2.63/(kW.h(t)) and $31.53/(kw.h(t)) and capacity volumes to be
between 1.93 x 10~3m3/(kW.h(t)) and 6.55 x 10"3m3/(kW.h(t)). By plotting
capacity cost against capacity volume, it was found that the higher capacity
cost salts f$2l.02/(KW.h(t)) to $31.53/(kW.h(t))] had lower capacity volumes
[1.93 x 10-3m3/(kw.h(t)) to 3.86 x 10~JmJ/'kW.h(t))] while lower capacity cost
salts [52.63/ikW.h(t)J to $21.02/(kW.h(t))J had higher capacity volumes
[3.86 x 10-3mV(kW.h(t)) to 6.55 x 10"3m3/(kW.h(t))] . Since these costs
apply to the salt alone, it can be concluded that savings in salt costs would
be largely offset by additional expenditure for the containment, heat
exchangers and auxiliary equipment needed to build a practical system.
Penwalt Corporation (299) studied high temperature metal fluoride salts.
Selling price, assuming volume production, ranged from $526/m3 ($0.17/kg) for
calcium fluoride to $39 829/m3 ($10.49/kg) for CrF3. Stannous fluoride at
$147 111/m3 ($32.22/kg) is clearly beyond further consideration.
Several latent heat storage devices which have been marketed in the United
States were reviewed by Michaels (222) and are listed in Table 24. Modular
systems are incomplete since no ductwork or heat pumps (for example, for
annual ice storage) are included. The bulk storage units,although still
excluding installation costs, are nearer to a complete system.

*$in.76/m2
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Table 24.

Capital Cost of Latent Heat Storage Modules
Storage Cost*
($/(kW.h(t)))

Description

54.56

Na.SO..10H-O:

modular

Na2SO4.10H2O:

modular (chubs)

Na2SO4.10H2O:

bulk

32.18

CaCl .6H2O:

modular

52.79

Na 2 S 2 O 3 .5H 2 O:

bulk

31.01

Na 2 S 2 O 3 .5H 2 O:

bulk

54.95

High Density Polyethylene Pellets

31.01

High Density Polyethylene Pellets

36.89

2

4

4

Seasonal Ice Storage (ACES)
Seasonal Ice Storage (ACES): tank only
(Adapted from Reference 222)
* First quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.

9. 42

18.12 - 53,.87
31..40
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3.10

COST OF SENSIBLE HEAT STORAGE

Technologies for storing sensible heat described in Section 2.9 can be
divided into four broad ciasses, each applicable to a specific situation
and each dependent mainly on a single factor. Residential storage is
predicated on time-of-use rates or load management agreements. The main
purpose of storage in commercial buildings is to lower peak demand and
thereby lower the customer demand charge. Industrial storage is generally
useful only within the plant confines, but even when serving a residential
or commercial area (237) it is applicable only in very specific localities.
Seasonal storage, which seeks to utilize energy normally discarded during
summer for use during winter, depends upon availability of a district
heating distribution system.
Cost information for residential storage systems has been reported by
several authors (204,229,240,244,300,301). Cooke, Hardy and Sulatisky (240)
and Hardy and co-workers (204) reported costs for experimental storage
furnaces installed in the Saskatchewan Power Company service area. The cost
is somewhat higher than could be expected with mass-produced units but
several items such as magnesite brick, blowers, motors and cabinets are
standard items making dramatic reductions unlikely.
Packer and Glicksman (244) found that total, incremental initial cost of a
water tank/heat pump system would be $5690." Less than 25% of the cost was
for the storage unit while 36% was for the increase in heat pump size required
to optimize the system.
Hersh, Asbury and Nelson (301) reported on contractor estimates for three
house designs in Vermont and actual costs for the first 10 systems installed
in Maine as part of a field testing program. The estimates for homes in
Vermont are reproduced in Table 25; costs for the homes in Maine are
comparable. Design-day heat loss, the average heat loss from a particular
building over a 24-hour period on the coldest day likely to be encountered,
is used to determine the capacity of electric resistance heating required.
Since electric storage heaters must store sufficient energy for 24 hours
during a shorter period, they must have higher capacity. This has been
determined to be a factor of around 2 for 16 hours of storage. Table 25 also
shows the capital cost of storage heaters in excess of that for conventional
electric heating. This allows calculation of the economics of electric
storage heating and is discussed in Section 4.
Caution should be exercised when comparing the costs of sensible storage in
Table 25 with those of Michaels (222) for latent heat storage,described in
the previous section,since the latter were for storage modules alone. Lower
initial cost as well as greater confidence in lifetime reliability (because
of simplicity and operating experience in Europe) appears to favour sensible
storage for residential applications.
A large number of chiller-size/storage-capacity combinations can be used to
satisfy a particular load pattern in a commercial building. Mackie (251)
described a system for Robson Square, Vancouver, for which the smallest
possible chiller capacity was 2900 kW(e) associated with 29 400 kW.h(e)equivalent of storage capacity. Peak power demand of 7030 kw(e) and daily
consumption of 70 000 kW.h(e) were expected. Studies showed that, for a
thermally stratified tank with 66% useful volume (at 14.9°C and 4.4*C),
chilling capacity of 4220 kW(e) with 3.4 x 10° L of storage would be optimum.
The storage tank was made by shotcreting the excavation to prevent leakage
and without insulation or structural support. A nozzle matrix system was
used to preserve the thermocline. Cost of the storage system was $226 000
and, in this case, less than savings resulting from reduction of cooling
capacity. Another example is the somewhat smaller system installed in an
office building in Scarborough (249) which was fitted with an empty-tank

Table 25.

Capital Cost of Residential Heat Storage Units

._
System Description
House # 1 (94 m 2 )
Central storage furnace
Room storage heaters
Electric resistance heating

kW

Size
1 kW.h
194
194
194
194
194
194

$

Cost*
1$/(kW.h)

16
16
16
16
-

4184
4745
4284
6238
2108
2357

21.6
24.5
22.1
32.1
10.9
12.1

2076
2388
2176
3881
—

h

Excess over cost of
electric resistance

-

bid
bid
bid
bid
bid
bid

1
2

2

16.2
16.2
16.2
16.2
8.1
8.1

-

bid
bid
bid
bid
bid
bid

1
2
1
2
1
2

25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
12.6
12.6

302
302
302
302
302
302

16
16
16
16
-

4692
5119
6120
8796
' 2992
2638

15.5
16.9
20.3
29.1
9.9
8.7

1700
2481
3128
6158
—

-

bid
bid
bid
bid
bid
bid

1
2
1
2
1

26.8
26.8
26.8
26.8
13.4
13.4

322
322
322
322
322
322

16
16
16
16
-

5100
6038
6025
8485
3169
2655

15.8
18.8
18.7
26.4
9.8
8.2

1931
3383
2856
5830

1
2

1

2

House # 2 (107 m )
Central storage furnace
Room storage heaters
Electric resistance heating
House # 3 (167 m 2 )
Central storage furnace
Room storage heaters
Electric resistance heating

2

(Adapted from reference 301)
* First quarter 1980 Canadian dollars.
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-98storage system of 579 600 L capacity at a cost of $116 036. Deducting the
capital cost saving due to reduction in chiller capacity, the net ini'-.ial
cost of storage was $49 243 and the payback period was estimated to be
approximately 3.5 years.
The United States Department of Energy supported energy storage studies for
fossil fuel conservation for several industries (235-237,256,257). Steam
accumulators were studied for a pulp and paper mill which used hog-fuel
boilers for baseload steam and oil-fired boilers for sudden demand shifts
(236)> The accumulator would be used to buffer demand swings and hence
allow greater use of hog fuel. A variable pressure system (32.0 MW(t),
0.25 h) was estimated to cost $588 350 (installed, less indirects) while a
similar constant pressure unit (24.2 MW(t), 0.275 h) cost $602 480. This is
one of few examples where charge/discharge cycles are shorter than 24 hours.
It was estimated in Reference 236 that average hourly throughput would be
about 20 MW.h(t) resulting in more than 20 000 cycles per year.
Primary aluminum smelters produce large quantities of heat suitable for
district heating but require an intermediate storage system to satisfy
varying demand. Such a system of sufficient capacity for the equivalent needs
of 12 000 single family dwellings(including domestic hot water) was studied
by Rocket Research Corporation (237). Annual energy throughput for the
system would be 3.34 x 10^ kW.h(t) at a maximum rate of 1.5 x 10 5 kW(t).
Storage would be in large, insulated steel tanks (2.8 x 10& L each). Storage
tanks would be located on the outskirts of the service area about 16 km from
the smelter. Total system cost, including backup fossil boilers (105 kW(t))
was estimated to be $91 x 10*> of which 13% was due to the storage tanks and
40% was due to the distribution system. It was found that use of electric
resistance heat topping for a l-day-in-10-years demand peak lowered costs
by only 10%. It would be interesting to explore cost sensitivity of a
system with routine electric resistance heat topping but, intuitively, the
material costs of the storage tanks and distribution pipelines (polymerlined concrete) WOUJ.3 likely be small compared to construction costs for pipe
laying.
A third study (257) for electricity production from cement kiln waste heat
examined use of molten salts and granite rock beds for thermal storage in
four plants using processes representative of the industry. The power plant
was designed to provide 7 MW(e) for 24 hours with a 7-day charge period
for heat storage and a 1-day discharge period. Because salts are corrosive
(NaN02, NaN03, KN02# KNO3) and require stainless steel tanks, rockbeds were
found to be cheaper. These cost between $461/kW(e) and $1787/kw(e) (storing
between 738 MW.h(t) and 841 MW.h(t) at an assumed efficiency of 100%).
The cost of seasonal storage in aquifers has not been fully investigated but
Myer (302) has reported preliminary data. Specifically, for a co-generation
plant supplying 3800 m 3 of water at a rate of 20 MW(t) (AT=109°C), the cost
of well construction, heat exchangers, pumps, piping and controls was
estimated to be between $32/kW(t) and $70/kW(t).
Margen (239) reviewed several systems being investigated in Sweden for longterm sensible heat storage. These are reproduced in Table 26. These systems
are in the early stages of study and hence somewhat speculative as to true
technical characteristics.
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Table 26.

Storage
Method

Estimated Cost of Low-Grade Energy from
Seasonal Storage
Cost 1 •
$/(kW.h(t))

Size
m3

Steel Tank

0.74

-

Earth P::t

0.42-1.21

8x10 4

Rock Cavern

0.49

GW.h(t)
_
7.4

10

5

11

6

90

Natural Lake

0.30

10

Deep Rock Cavern

0.32-0.21

10 6

26-40

6

10-20

Deep Clay Cavern

0.46-0.28

10

(Adapted from Reference 239)
Note: 1. Costs include capitalized heat losses, heat pump and
capitalized heat pump electricity. .First quarter
1980 Canadian dollars. Water is the storage medium
in all cases.
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SUMMARY OF CAPITAL COSTS

Capital costs for energy storage technologies discussed in previous sections
are compared in Figure 14. The maximum, minimum and median costs of singlevalue estimates published since 1978 for storage cost, power cost and total
cost are presented. For flywheels only 1 value was available for C and C
(161) while for superconducting magnetic energy storage the lower and upper
values of a single estimate (176) and the mid-range value are given.
Compressed air storage plants with thermal energy storage have been separated
from those with compression heat rejection. Cost ranges for feedwater and
steam storage plants are also shown separately. Thermochemical, phase change
and sensible heat storage are also illustrated but since these represent
storage of thermal energy they cannot be compared directly with the systems
supplying electrical energy.
The technologies for electrical energy storage divide into three capital
cost groups. Pumped storage and compressed air storage have lowest capital
cost; battery, feedwater and steam storage have an intermediate cost range;
and kinetic and superconducting magnetic storage have a higher capital cost.
It can also be seen from Figure 14 that the cost of storage , C , is the main
determinant of total costs. Hence where C is high, C. tends to be high.
The range of C for surface pumped storage is $1.2/(kW/h(e)) to $22.2/(kW.h(e))
This emphasizes the site-dependence of surface pumped storage but in a
sense also sets the limit of storage capital cost for diurnal storage of
energy by electrical utilities since Cg for underground pumped storage and
the compressed air storage alternatives also lies within this range.
The utility storage methods have been ranked in Table 27 along with ranked
capital costs derived from studies by Ontario Hydro (6), Acres Consultants
(3), Public Service Electric and Gas Company (43) andKalhammer and Schneider
(267). Values in parentheses in the second column represent a figure of
merit derived by dividing the median costs used in.Figure 14 by the lowest
median cost. Compressed air storage without thermal storage has lowest
capital costs. The three capital cost regimes are discernible as those
between 1.00 and 1.54 times the lowest cost technology, those between 1.90
and 2.30 times the lowest cost technology and those between 3.08 and 3.80
times the lowest cost technology. Table 27 shows that there is general
agreement on the relative capital cost ranking of the storage technologies.
The work of Ontario Hydro shows some anomalies but this is because specific
plant sites and designs were chosen while tha other studies dealt with the
technology in more general terms. The value for initial cost of lead/acid
batteries used by Ontario Hydro was generated internally and some cost
factors may have been underestimated (303).

Table 27.

Storage Method

This Review

Ranking*of Utility Energy Storage Capital Costs

Ontario Hydro
(6)

Acres Consultants
(3)

3,5

1

PSE&G
(43)

Kalhammer & Schneider
(267)

1

2

Surface Pumped Storage

2 (1.14)**

Underground Pumped
Storage

4 (1.54)

2

3

Compressed Air Storage

1 (1.00)

-

2

2

1

Compressed Air Storage
with Thermal Storage

3 (1.19)

-

-

-

-

Lead/Acid Batteries

8 (2.30)

1

7

6

5

Advanced Batteries

7 (2.06)

-

4

4

4

Feedwater Storage

5 (1.90)

4

Steam Storage

6 (1.91)

6

Flywheel Storage

10 (3.80)

-

8

8

6

Superconducting
Magnetic Storage

•> ( 3 . 0 8 )

-

6

7

7

I
o
I

3

5

* Ranked in order of ascending capital cost.
**Numbers in parentheses represent a merit value, i.e.,
ratio of cost relative to the least expensive alternative.

3
5

Figure 14. Capital Cost Ranges of Energy Storage Technologies
Legend:
1.

Surface pumped storage

2.

underground pumped storage

3.

Compressed air storage

4.

Compressed air storage with thermal storage

5.

Lead/acid batteries

6.

Advanced batteries

7.

Feedwater storage

8.

Steam storage

9.

Flywheel energy storage

10.

Superconducting magnetic energy storage

11.
12.

Thermochemical heat storage (as thermal energy)
Thermal storage in phase change materials, cost of storage
modules only (thermal energy)

13.

Sensible storage units for residential use (thermal energy)
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ECONOMICS OF ENERGY STORAGE

Calculation of capital costs is itself a complex exercise, especially when
technological uncertainty is as great as for some energy storage methods.
(Consider that only surface pumped storage and compressed air storage have
been commercially demonstrated on a utility scale and only sensible heat
storage has been practiced in residential applications.) Estimate of
service-life energy cost from storage requires several additional assumptions.
Reliability of the storage system, its operating and maintenance costs, useful service life, future cost of capital funds and future cost of charging
energy must be predicted. The future cost of peaking and intermediate-load
generation as well as the capacity or load factor at which storage would
be expected to operate must also be predicted.
Although in many cases system-specific cost factors are not well known,
some factors can be estimated by analogy with existing technology or by
logical deduction from known characteristics. Using the example of compressed
air storage, the turbomachinery is similar to that being used in conventional
gas turbine units and hence operating and maintenance costs can be expected
to be similar. The fuel heat rate of compressed air storage plants is a
design factor which makes prediction of lifetime fuel requirements possible.
Table 28 shows qualitative cost trends that,might be expected in constructing
and operating a storage system. Pumped storage, feedwater or steam storage
and superconducting magnetic storage require lengthy construction lead-times
(~10 years) which tends to lower their ranking because of interest during
construction. Compressed air storage has a shorter construction period
(~4 years for Huntorf) and will not be influenced to the same extent. For
battery storage, the short construction period (~2 years) is a definite
advantage. Because of the 50-year service life possible with pumped storage,
it is expected to show a cost advantage during operation. Battery storage
is placed at a considerable disadvantage because cells must be replaced at
8-10 year intervals while compressed air storage requires combustion of
fossil fuel. Service life for the last three technologies is unknown but
30 years would seem reasonable for feedwater and steam storage.
Ontario Hydro (6) performed present worth and lifetime cash flow calculations
for several specific designs and operating schedules. All pumped storage
options were found to have lowest lifetime cost for all operating schedules.
The ranking was insensitive to discount rate and the amount of excess nuclear
energy available for charging. Because of incorporation costs of surface
pumped storage at the particular locations identified and the large economy
of scale associated with underground pumped storage, the latter was found to
rank first. Pumped storage options were followed by compressed air storage
with compression heat recovery and feedwater storage. All of these storage
methods were found to be more economical than a large generating station
designed for similar duty and burning U.S. bituminous coal. Compressed air
storage without compression heat recovery, steam storage and lead/acid
batteries were not competitive under any circumstances. For high discount
rate (12%) and no excess nuclear energy available for charging, only the
pumped storage options remain competitive with a large coal-fired plant.
(Costing of the coal-fired plant did not take into account the possible
deterioration in performance caused by power cycling and the effect of
flue gas scrubbers. Both factors would tend to favour storage .) Perhaps
the most important outcome of this study is that storage is now considered
in generation expansion planning.
In 1976,PSE&G (43) completed a study of utility energy storage that has, at
least in part, guided EPRI research and development priorities in this field.
Present worth analysis for peaking and intermediate load duty for the
technologies segregated into near-term (up to 1985), intermediate-term
(1985-2000) and long-term (beyond 2000) availability were compared with gas
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Table 28.

Effect of Construction and Operating Costs on
Relative Ranking by Storage System Capital Cost

Storage System
Pumped Storage

Construction
I

Compressed Air Storage

Operation
{
*

Battery Storage

|

Feedwater/Steam Storage

T

Flywheel Energy Storage

?

*"

Superconducting Magnetic Storage

j

*"

i tends to lower ranking
T tends to improve ranking
—••has little effect
? unknown

'

-106turbine units (for peaking) and fossil generation (for intermediate duty) on
the basis of breakeven costs. The overall ranking of technologies is
reproduced in modified form in Table 29. Several comments relative to
Table 29 are in order:
Hydrogen storage may be economical for intermediate-term applications
under favourable circumstances. The major disadvantage of hydrogen
for widespread use is the low overall efficiency (~50%).
At the time of this study, adiabatic compressed air storage and
underground feedwater or steam storage had not been conceived.
The capital cost of advanced batteries may have been underestimated.
Major cost components for the lead/acid battery included buildings and
a cooling system. It now appears that some advanced batteries require
a building (290) and all require some form of cooling system.
Acres Consultants (3) used the present worth method to illustrate how lifetime cost might be determined but performed the calculation only for pumped
storage. This has been extended to several other storage technologies in
Appendix A. (These calculations used Acres' assumptions without scrutiny
since only a relative ranking is sought. See Appendix A for details.) The
results, plotted in Figure 15, show the characteristics of utility storage
technologies, coal-fired generation and gas -turbine units. It can be seen
that surface pumped storage (no.4) is economical at all load factors between
10% and 50%. Compressed air storage with thermal storage (no.3) is the
most economical below 10% but compressed air storage without storage of
compression heat (no.2) is generally unsuitable. Feedwater storage, advanced
battery storage and underground pumped storage are close in value, forming
a second cost group considerably higher than surface pumped storage and
near-adiabatic compressed air storage but well below the cost of steam
storage and lead/acid batteries. Hence it appears that surface and underground pumped storage could have a place in the utility generation mix.
Compressed air storage will be viable if the cost of thermal storage can be
kept as low as projected (<$10/(kW.h(e))). Advanced batteries may be
economical if reliable , long-life cells can be produced for about $50/(kW.h(e))
Present worth cost indicates the lifetime investment associated with the
load-meeting alternatives. Figure 16 shows the cost of energy obtained from
these plants. It can be seen in Figure 16 that the cost of energy retrieved
from a surface pumped storage plant operating at 25% capacity factor is
equal to the cost of energy from a nuclear plant operated at a lifetime
average capacity factor of 60%. This allows an approximate comparison of the
cost of storage with the cost of nuclear load-following since 6000 MW.h(e)
of peaking energy can be obtained from a 1000 MW(e) surface pumped storage
plant operating on a 6-hour generating cycle or from 4000 MW(e) of nuclear
plant operating at 54% capacity factor for 18 hours and 80% capacity factor
for 6 hours. (Based on a lifetime average of 80* capacity factor for baseloaded nuclear plants.) Hence if the cost of additional control elements
and possibly the cost of a fuel more resistant to power-ramp defects is not
large, these two methods of satisfying the peak demand are equivalent. A
real utility situation is much more complex and it is doubtful that such
deep cycling would be required of nuclear plants. This report has discussed
storage in terms of meeting peak loads. In some situations it may be
desirable to provide storage for excess baseload energy. This could arise
when the proportion of nuclear capacity exceeds about 40% of system capacity.
The utility would have to decide whether to cycle the nuclear plants or
provide storage. It appears that either method could be economically viable.
Figure 17 shows the effect of charging energy cost on the cost of surface
pumped storage. It can be seen that the viability of utility storage depends
heavily on the availability of low cost energy for charging. Hence storage,
load-following or both will become necessary as the valleys of the load
curve dip below the value represented by nuclear capacity.

Table 29.

Relative Economic Rating of Utility Storage Technologies

Rating
peaking

Application
|

intermediate

Attractive

Advanced Batteries (post-1985)
Pumped Hydro

Pumped Hydro

Attractive Under
Favourable
Circumstances

Feedwater Storage
Compressed Air
Steam Storage
Superconducting Storage (post-2000)

Advanced Batteries (post-1985)

Unattractive

Lead/Acid Batteries
Flywheels

Lead/Acid Batteries
Steam Storage
Superconducting Storage (post-2000)
Flywheels

(Adapted from Reference 43)
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-111Load management consists of several practices designed to match the utility's
resources to the load curve and to narrow the gap between peak and average
demand. Canadian utilities have interruptible industrial customers and also
use a capacity/energy billing system for industrial (304) and commercial
customers (305). Offering time-of-use rates would be an additional load
management tool and could potentially make thermal storage attractive to
residential customers. Surprisingly, utilities which offer time-of-use rates
do not always take residential storage into account (306) and this may have
caused "inverted peaks", a demand peak during a previously off-peak period,
in some European utilities (306). Asbury and co-workers have studied problems
related to residential thermal storage in the United States (229,242,300,301,
306-311). This program has included evaluation of available storage heaters,
computer simulation and field testing. Conclusions to date indicate that for
total cost of service, storage heaters are cost-effective when compared with
peaking generation by gas turbines provided that storage heating is controlled
by a load management agreement between the customer and the utility (301,311).
From Table 25, in Section 3.9, it can be seen that the capital cost of
storage heating is several thousand dollars greater than that of conventional
electric heating. Hence it is understandable that the home-owner would tend
to select an undersized system. This cannot be allowed since on the coldest
daj3 the utility would be faced with additional capacity demand from depleted
storage heaters precisely when the annual load is maximum. Other problems
which can result from a large number of storage heaters is prolonging the
peak period and creating new peaks. Both of these problems can arise with
a conventional time-based time-of-use rate. Hence more restrictive load
management agreements are imperative. Such contracts give utilities the right
to forbid undersized systems, reject further applications once spare off-peak
capacity has been used and control charging times. In return the customer
receives a number of hours of service in any 24-hour period, and a low cost
for that service.
An interesting question in regard to storage space heating is the rate
differential required between the average cost of service (as practiced by
Canadian utilities) and some lower value obtained by time-of-use or load
management contracts. If a residence uses 22 860 kW.h(t) for space heating
(the heat content of 500 imperial gallons of light fuel oil) and storage
heating can be obtained for $2500.00 more than the equivalent capacity of
conventional electric heating (in Table 25 the cost difference is between
$1700.00 and $6158.00), the required rate differential can be calculated
by one of three methods. Payback period, which does not account for the
time-value of money, amortization as part of the mortgage on the premises or,
say, a 5-year amortization as might be the case for a loan for retrofit
installation. The first method yields a 5-year payback period at a rate
differential of §0.02 while the second method indicates a rate differential
of $0,013 over 20 years at 10% real interest. (The total cost, however, is
$5875.00 more than would have been the case with conventional electric
heating.) A 5-year period including the time-value of money at 10% real
interest would require a rate differential of $0.03 (but the total excess cost
would be only $3297.50).
No detailed comparison of residential and utility energy storage was found in
the literature. Hersh, Asbury and Nelson (301) and Nelson (311) have found
that storage space heating can compete with gas turbine generation only under
the restrictive rate known as a load management agreement. Hence from
Figure 15 it appears that utility storage is more cost-effective in most cases.
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-133APPENDIX A.

PRESENT WORTH CALCULATIONS FOR ENERSY STORASE

Considerable uncertainty exists in iifetime costing of energy storage
technologies. This is due to both technological factors such as realistic
service lives of some components or systems and to economic factors such as
future cost of fossil fuels. The only way in which energy storage can be
compared to other methods of peak generation, however, is to calculate lifetime costs in both cases.
The present worth method is widely used for economic comparison of mutually
exclusive alternatives (A1,A2) and has been widely used by North American
utilities (A3). Acres Consultants (A4) compared the present worth, in
1990, of surface pumped storage with that of coal-fired and gas turbine
generation. This appendix extends the method used by Acres to several other
storage options and to include interest during construction. Assumptions
used by Acres and listed in Table Al were adopted without updating or
validation. A more realistic assessment, which is beyond the scope of this
work, would require, scrutiny of these quantities to ensure that they conform
to current best estimates for escalation rates and costs in 1990 and performance of appropriate sensitivity analysis. The present worth factor is given
by:
PW =
where i ,the relative discount rate,is given by:
I+e

x

n is the number of years over which the investment exists, i is actual
interest rate and e is the escalation rate.
One further condition for present worth analysis is that the service life of
the alternatives be the same. The service life of battery cells may be 10
years while that for the balance-of-plant may be 30 years. The service life
of pumped storage options is about 50 years while for all other load-meeting
options discussed here 30 years is reasonable. Hence an evaluation period
of 150 years could be used. To be consistent with the method used by
Acres Consultants (A4), a 30-year evaluation period is used here. The cost
of replacement battery cells is accounted for by a capital cost penalty and
the longer service life of storage plants is accounted for by a credit
expressed by Acres Consultants as:

in-service coSts K 3 ™

x

£060}.3°

The evaluation date is 1990 to conform with Acres Consultants but also
because 1990 is a realistic in-service date for plants with longer lead-times
if they were committed in 1981.
Capital costs, selected from Section 3 for specific plant designs, are listed
in Table A2. Table A3 lists construction lead times, escalated capital
costs, interest during construction and operating and maintenance costs.
Data for gas turbine units, coal-fired plant and nuclear plant were obtained
from Acres (A4). Charging energy is assumed to be equivalent to nuclear plant
variable costs coverted at 70% efficiency except for compressed air storage
where compression energy is converted at 83% (charge energy factor =
electrical energy out/electrical energy in = 1.2). Distillate oil requirement for the compressed air plants have been taken as 4300 kJ/(kW.h) and
600 kJ/(kW.h) at prices quoted by Acres (A4). Operating and maintenance
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Tcible Alt

Assumptions Used by Acres Consultants Limited (A4)
for Economic Comparison of Storage Systeas

On-line date/evaluation date
Discount rate (cost of money)
Escalation rate of
capital costs
operation and maintenance (O*M)
nuclear fuel
coal
distillate oil

1590
9.5% per
6.0% per
7.0% per
6.0% per
6.0% per
8.0% per

Costs in 1990 of

$0.0072/(kW.h)
$0.0348/(kW.h)
$0.21/(kW.h)
$1709/kW
$ 844/kW
$ 400/kW

nuclear fuel
low sulphur coal
distillate oil
nuclear plant
coal-fired plant
gas turbine unit

O&M costs, 1990:
Nuclear plant
Coal-fired plant
Gas turbine unit
Pumped storage plant

$21.7/kW/year
$17.2/kY7/year
S18.4/kW/year
$14.7/kW/year

annum
annum
annum
annum
annum
annum

$0.0031/(kW.h)
$0.0033/(kW.h)
$0.001/.(kW.h)
$0.001/(kW.h)
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Table A2:

Capital Costs in 1980 Used for
Present Worth Calculations

Storage Alternative

1980 Capital
Cost (S/kW)

Comments

Surface Pumped Storage

374

Mean of single values
in Table 13.

Underground Pumped Storage

503

Mean of single values,
estimates since 1978
(Table 15).

Compressed Air Storage

327

Shulte's (249) value for
a plant designed for 8 h
of generation (Table 16).

Compressed Air Storage
with Thermal Storage

374

Shulte's (249) lower cost
plant designed for 8 h
of generation (Table 16).

1252

Least cost, practical
battery from Reference 66
(Table 18) including
allowance for purchase of
cells after 10 years and
20 years ($410/kW) and
credit for salvage value
(28% of cell cost).

Lead/Acid Batteries

Advanced Batteries

585
'

From References 82, 250
and 258. Average of costs
for non-cell storage
component ($50/kW).
Includes $430/kW for
replacement cells after
10 and 20 years (Table 18).

Feedwater Storage

371

Reference 107 (Table 20).
Low cost estimate for
4-unit nuclear plant.
Storage generates for 8 h
at 336 MW(e).

Steam

501

Reference 107 (Table 20).
Low cost estimate for
a plant generating for
8 hours (1580 MW(e))
associated with a 4-unit
nuclear plant.

Table A3: Data Used for Calculating Present Worth in 1990 for Load-Meeting Alternatives
Load-Meeting
Alternative

Capital Co«t
(1980, $/le>0

Construction
Lead-Time
(yean)

Capital Cost
(1990,$/kH)

Coat
Including
AFDC*
(199O,$/kW)

Fixed OiH

Total Fixed
Cost
(1990, $/kH)

Fuelling/Charging
Cost (1990,$/kW)

Variable 0&M
Cost
(1990,$/kH)

Total Variable
Costs
(1990,S/kW)

Surface Pumped
Storage

374

10

670

(1 662-251)
- I 411

315

1 726

2 533

187

2 720

Underground Pumped
Storage

503

10

901

(2 233-337)
" 1 896

315

2 211

2 533

187

2 720

Compressed Air
Storage

327

4

585

841

394

1 235

(1 662 - 251)
- 1 411

187

18 354

Compressed Air
Storage with
Thermal Storage

374

5

669

1 053

394

1 447

(2 233-337)
- 1 896

187

A 567

1 252

2

2 242

2 688

-

2 688

2 533

506

3 039

Advanced Battery
Storage

585

2

1 816

2 180

-

2 180

2 533

506

3 039

Feedvater Storage

371

10

664

1 640

464

2 104

2 533

581

3 114

Stean Storage

501

10

897

2 215

464

2 679

2 533

581

3 114

Gas Turbine Unit

-

2

400

480

394

874

44 875

187

45 062

Coal-fired Plant

-

10

844

2 093

368

2 461

5 761

619

6 380

Nuclear Plant

-

10

1 709

4 235

464

4 699

1 192

581

1 773

Lead/Add Battery
Storage

AFDC * Allowance for funds during construction.

.
.

-137costs are assumed to be the same as for gas turbine units. Fixed operating
and maintenance costs for battery storage are negligible (A3) while variable
operation and maintenance costs were taken from Reference A5. Feedwater
and steam storage plants are assumed to have operating and maintenance costs
the same as for the associated nuclear plant.
Present worths of the load-meeting alternatives at various load factors are
shown in Table A4. These have been plotted as Figure 15 in Section 4 of the
report.
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Table A4: Variation of Present Worth in 1990
with Capacity Factors
Capacity Factor

Load-Meeting
Alternative
0 .05

|

0.1

0.2

Surface Pumped Storage

1 862

1 998

2 270

2 542

3 086

Underground Pumped
Storage

2 347

2 483

2 755

3 027

3 571

Compressed Air
Storage

2 153

3 070

4 906

6 741

10 412

Compressed Air
Storage with
Thermal Storage

1 675

1 904

2 360

2 817

3 730

Lead/Acid Batteries

2 840

2 992

3 296

3 600

4 207

Advanced Batteries

2 332

2 484

2 788

3 092

3 699

Feedwater Storage

2 260

2 415

2 727

3 038

3 661

Steam Storage

2 835

2 990

3 302

3 613

4 236

Gas Turbine Units

3 127

5 380

9 886

14 393

23 405

Coal-fired Generation

2 780

3 099

3 737

4 375

5 651

Nuclear Generation

4 788 '

4 876

5 054

5 231

5 585
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